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' f' T I)FAI R weather with U iZ-cooler temperatures to-
night
7 r I i 1 J J t i i THE Kiirrs wish to
and Wenesday know 1f women r
people or Just Hlnij.'y
"persona."
EXCLUSIVE AOOOOIATED PREBO LEASED WIF?CI TELEQRAPH OERVICE
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PAGE'S SPEECH ARRIVESHOME RULE DILL GOVEINOB HOT TS THE Wasliington. "March 24. Ambassa OLD LAV 1dor Page's own account of his LondonBOY FII
POLICE
JOKES PRESIDES
AT IRRIGATION
speech on the Monroe doctrine and
the Panama canal, which caused theITU OFT
THE SUIT. IS BEGUN
New York, March 24. he taking
of testimony in the government disso-
lution suit against the American Can
company was begun here today. Hear-
ings were to have been, commenced
several weeks ago, but were postponed
by agreement of counsel. The com-
pany is held by the government to be
a combination In restraint of trade in
violation of the Sherman anti-tru-
law.
WILL BECOME
M
senate to demand an explanation by
the state department, wa& received to
END THE COAL
STRIKE
HE TOLLS
EPF!day by Secretary Bryan. He took theDIM EETII speech with, to the cabinet meet
ing and planned to transmit it to the
senate later.LEADER OF IRISH NATIONALIST COLORADO EXECUTIVE SAYS HE ERwEST McWiLLIAMS NOT CAP FIRST ASSISTANT WILL REPRE AN ACT PASSED fN 1334 FOREHD--
; .1 HAS DONE EVERYTHINGPARTY SAYS THERE WILL
BE NO LETUP
MAINE PROGRESSIVES MEET TURED UNTIL HE IS BAD--
" LYWOUNDED"''
WUST GO TO COURT
Jersey City, N. J. March 24. There
SENT SECRETARY LANE AT
DENVER
CHARGES AGAINST AMERICAN
SHIPS ?
, ;'.;:PpSSIBLEt,,y:,,Bangor, Me., March. 24. The state
convention of the progressive ' party is no'hope at present of a settlement
out of court of the government dissoassembled in this city today, and was CALLED GUARD RELUCTANTLYPAIIIAMENTJML KEEP Of puts dp a game battle 0LEENEFIT;T0.. TEE WESTcalled to order by Morrill N. Drew
of .Portland. The convention will no
TeEYE!DSTMVErr.n::L,.:2
WORKS FOR IMPROVEMENT
IT WILL NOT BE DISSOLVED UN
lution suit against the Corn Products
Refining company, according to the
Teport of E. T, Bedford, president of
the corporation, to the annual meeting
of Its stockholders in thiclty today:
minate candidates for alt of the state EXCHANGES SHOT FOR SHOT SUBJECTS OF VAST IMPORTANCE
offices to be filled at the biennial elecTIL THE ACT HAS BEEN
PASSED r
WILL BE CALLED FORWITH THE TEKRE HAUTE
OFFICERS ;tion in September. Most prominent NAVIGATION; ARE FOR THEIR
BENEFFIT -
DID NOT WISH TO BE OBLIGED TO
SEND SOLDIERS TO TRINI-
DAD
"MOTHER" STILL IN PEiSOU
among those mentioned for the nonii
tion for governor are Halbert P. Gardan mm VISITS tUMi ner of Portland, the Maine represen lis CL0Ti:::r: co-soake- d
MORE RAIL TESTIMONY .
Washington, March 24. The inter-
state commerce commission will take
additional testimony of the railroads
before deciding the eastern advance
SSalS EilL' IS, LtLAl'iLiTO FOLLOW TEE GOYEEOS
THE EXECUTIVES OF WESTERN
tative On the national progressive com-
mittee, and Mayor A. W. Powles ofMUCH COMMENT CAUSED WHEN MRS. JONES IS TOLD SHE WILL BE LAD 19 SENT 10 A HOSPITAL WILL NOT BE INTRODUCED INTOrate case. As April 20, 21 and 22 areAuburn, the only mayor In the stateelected on a progressive ticltet.
' McCREEDY CALLS ON R
LEADER
RELEASED IF SHE WILL
LEAVE DISTRICT
WHERE CONDITION IS DE-
CLARED ; SERIOUS the first days available, such an an- -
STATES WILL MEET PRECED-IN-
CONFERENCE
THE HOUSE BEFORE TOMOR.
ROW NOONanounceinent today is taken to indi
cate nd decision before that time.London, March 24. "There certain JAPANESE CABINET Denver, March 24. Pursiwt to pre serre Hate, Ind March 24 After A tentative program has been ar!y will be no dissolution of parliament Washington, March 24. Basis forparations for the complete withdraw ranged, subject to change, for the ira revolver fight v!;.a the police, dur-lu-which inany ebutg were exchang an important argument against the ae.al of the Colorado National Guard BANK IMS F01S ministration proposal for repeal of tharigation conference called by SecretaryLane of the interior department to beRESIGNS SUDDENLY from the Colorado coal fields, where a ed, Ernest McWis'; ifis, aged 15, surstrike has been in progress since Sep rendered after his. clothing had been tolls exemption provisions of the Pan-ama canal act was placed before ttitheld in Denver, Colo., beginning Thurs- -tember 23, 1913, Governor E. M. Am soaked with blood from many wounds, ay, April 9 and continuing, probably, TO MEET DEMI senate today when Senator ChamberThe boy was found early today in theRADICALS. ARE DELIGHTED, SEE through, Friday and Saturday.nions today issued a statement inwhich he saya that "the open defiance
to the state in its efforts to restore
It is proposed to divide the confergun shop
of Edward Tetzel and when
called on to surrender, replied by fir
ING VICTORY FOR OPPON-
ENTS OF CLANS
until tho home rule KM ror Ireland
has been passed." This statement
was made to the Associated Press to-
day by John E. Redmond,the leader
of the Irish nationalist party. Mr.
Redmond added that the second read-
ing of the bill would be taken by the
house of commons on March 30, and
that the bill would be proceeded with
until it became a law.
Parliament's dissolution may be has-
tened by the events of the. last few
days, according to the opinion gen-
erally expressed today in parliament
ence into sections, which will dealing at the police.order is one of the vital questions in
the strike situation." ,
lain of Oregon Introduced a resolution;
which requires the repeal of a secUi&
of the rivers and harbors act. of JaV
5, 1884, providing that no operatIn-charg- es
be made on any ves:;e'sr.
"through any canal or other work foe
the Improvement of navigation belong
The police armed themselves with
GERMAN-AMERICA- TRUST COM-
PANY IN DENVER IS PAST
THE CRISIS
ith the following subjects:
1. between state andToklo, March 24. The resignation He reiterates previous declarationsof the Japanese cabinet today has giv ation.riot guns, while MoWllliarns climbedinto an automobile ,in the rear q! the
store and kept up a continuous fire.
2. Carey act projects.
3. Irrigation districts.
4. Administration and operation of
en rise to considerable discussion in
political circles in Japan. The radic-
als consider the disappearance of Ad-
miral Count Gomebel Yamamoto's cabl
AH the window panes In the store
were broken and the automobile was
that every possible effort has been
made to effect a settlement, but with-
out avail; that the militia was order,
ed to the strike district "reluctantly
as a matter of duty"; that the con
flict'was "so bitter and the violence
so great that all the strength of the
desert land act.
riddled with bullets from the police.et as a blow to the system of clan
ary circles.
The Irish nationalists, it Is said,
will not accept home rule with Ulster
5. Settlement of irrigated lands,After being wouiided many times,
crops, markets, finances.government and they are fighting theinfluence of the old conservative bu McWilliams, with arms abovo his
Denver, March 24. "We have the
situation absolutely In hand," eclared
Godfrey Schirmer, president of the
Gorman-America- n Trust company, to-
day, discussing the run of yesterday
in which several hundred small sav-
ings depositors withdrew 'their ac-
counts. Mr. Schirmer paid that not
one of the checking accounts had
been closed out;" that at least a dozen
depositors today i'pd tiie
6 Ways and means of financing fupermanently excluded, while the gov
ing to the United States."
Senator Chamberlain was prevented,
from speaking today on his resolution,
to repeal the tolls exemption on in-
land waterways granted by the river,
and harbors bill of 18s4. ScaaWr
Thomas objected to consitteratloa
the resolution and It went over uiit'.i
tomorrow, after' bpins referred, to rti
commerce coinmin!
Mr. CliSTn'- 'n ,
head, staggered oui of the si on.; HeNational Guard was required to keepreaucratic croups represented by the ture work.was sent to a houpernment has found it impossible to
compel Ulster to come under a Dub
even a semblance of order"; "that Tho conference will convene Immesaid his cond tion
si, where it was
as- sollous.
i 1 i re ). nd diately followlne the ine'etine- of thelin parliament. Five loaded revo
Satsuma and Coshu factions in behalf
of what they term a truer constitution-
al regime.
' Emperor Yoshihito today conferred
with a number of the elder statesmen
ovoruors of the western states, which
more than half a million dollars were
required for the work, and that the
troops will be sent home as fast as it
can bo done safely," most, of the
It is argued that the only way out
of the difficulty is to hold a general
in the boy's pocketa
a number of loado to be held in connection' with irr'- -
election, and apparently no one would hi; In 4,m j.troops already bavin g been "withdrawn1and with the Marquis Kinmochi Sal- - Individual piojwit: til IiOl li iws- -u DujiiiiHeu ii xue government, cur The governor declares; "I can finding the second reading of the home no law under which I can force a set ri'ssed, excepting, .perhaps, as theymay bear upon the general questionsi i . Itlement of the strike."
onji, former premier. The view Is
generally expressed that either the
Marquis Sainji or Baron Takakl Kato,
a former foreign minister, was asked
to form the new cabinet.
under consideration.
of tao bank, o!l initio it'" haadiu.l
inside the doors. Today carii of the
women patrons was presented with a
carnation.
As depositors reached the tellers' win-
dows they were informed that their
money was absolutely safe, but that
He appeals to "every good citizen to To secure a thorough discussion of
explained, U i... i . 4
toils for AtiieiKa tl.J t j i
all American waterway i. It I a '
to become an element Li Ui j 'm
debate,
. There was no pro-p- t f of i ' .
the Sims bill to retool the Tar v
stand openly for the enforcement of All phases of irrigation it is proposedlaw" in view of the in fact ' that the to divide the conference into sectionsi i!
The sessions will open in the stateASK SEPARATE TRIALS
Houghton, Mich., March 24. Luka March 24. Senate:Washingt6n,
strike situation is now about to be
turned over to the cfvil authorities,
and appeals to the newspapers to
rule bill next week, snould offer to
dissolve parliament on the condi-
tion that the home rule, the Welsh
disestablishment and the plural vot-
ing bills be passed, The
tion of the rank and file of the liberals
with the government's treatment of
the army officers is another factor
which Is llkeiy to hasten an election.
Many radicals would like to Join
forces with the labor members and
make an appeal to the country on the
refusal of officers to act' against
capito! Thursday, April 9, and prob
ably will continue through Friday and
if they desired they could have It at
once. Many left deposits, while a few
with drew their savings. Many offers
pf assistance were received from
banks and Individuals outside Denver,
"carefully inquire into their truthful
Plese and George Briski, strikers, who
are charged with tho murder of Dep-
uty Sheriff Bates M. Pollack near
Saturday.
tools exemption before the house to-
day. Chairman Henry of the rulea
committee was waiting to bring in a
special rule for Immtdi. te co
of the repeal bill, w.tb ir hon-- '
ness," before publishing calculated to
Met at noon.
Senator Chamberlain introduced a
resolution to repeal the. tolls exemp-
tion on inland waterways granted by
the rivers and harbors bill of 1884.
House: Met at noon.
The conference will b pen to any
"injure the state."Houghton on October 28 last, have person interested in the general sub one offer coming from Idaho. To alljecta to be discussed and will be at President Schirmer expressed his
demanded separate trials. The trial
of Plese opened in Lansing, Baraga
county on change of venue before
Woman's Cell Sanitary tended by governors present at theDebate on the Panama tolls ex
conference of western governors, to thanks, but Informed them that thebank had ample funds to meet all
Walsenburg, Colo., March 24.
"Mother" Mary Jones, confined as aJudge O'Brien this afternoon. emption bill was again proposed but
the rivers and harbors appropriation
be held here April 7 and 8. In the
event Secretary Lane is unable tobill still was- unfinished.General Call on Carson
Belfast, Ireland, March 24. Major
military prisoner in the county jail
here, will remain where she is unless
freed toy the courts or released upon
attend, he will fbo represented by
Andreas A. Jones, first assistant seesJOEH DECLARE THAT Woman suffragists before the elec-tions committee endorse a bill to liiiiE CMIII DX itLJTbretary of the Interior.' other departpermit qualified woman voters to cast
General Sir Cecil Macready, attached
to the adjutant general's department
of the war office, paid a visit today
to Sir Edward Carson,' the Ulster
THEY ARE "PEOPLE" ballots at congressional elections. SWILLED UVJ1E
ment officials who will attend include
Frederick II. Newell, director of the
reclamation service; Clay Tallman,Representative Green, before theunionist leader.
ot general aeoate etin r irr ; f
amendments or other intervening mo-
tions except a motion to i( con-t- o
the committee on iui I, e c
merce.
Senator O'Gorman hA n U iu t
senate chamber tci1 iy b " .'
telegrams commending L's cj r ' i
to the repeal. Ono tb r"--i fr
the New Orleans Ass m j'l'n cf C
merce declared repel tvoi.1
"staggering blow to At' tis'' t.
tlons for of oi r i ,i
chant marine.' AnothT f. i. if".
Francisco chamber of Cjmn-- .
ed the senator to figl t t e r- - I
the last Senator Jo 'Ts tit 1 i' 1
.telegram from former v r 1
ard of Louisiana to S- - ,. 'j.h.
declaring that public sen i " t '
Louisiana overwlielniln, !y favt-- i
commerce committee, epoke in favor commissioner of the general land ofof "investigating financial affair ofThe genera! was specially sent toIreland by Colonel Zeeley, secretary fice; J. D. Yelverton, chief of the SAYS SHE FEARED EDITOR WOULD
a promise to leave the strike zone, ac-
cording to Adjutant General John
Chase.,, General ChasA who arrived
from Denver today, Inspected the
quartersj where the old strike
leader, is. lodged.
Before departing for Trinidad later
in the day, the general instructed Col-
onel Verdeckberg to akain visit "Moth-
er" Jones and inform her that she
would' be set at, liberty at any time
that she would agreo .to etay away
the Roclf Bs'and railroad, system, ,.- - fleld service of the general 'land ofof etate for war, to confer with Brig
fice; F. R. Dudley, chief of the rights
PUBLISH SOME PRIVATE
CORRESPONDENCE
Paris,. March . 24. Loui3 Barthou,
adier General Count Albert Gleuchen,
commander of the Fifteenth Infantry of way service; of the general land
office, and from 'the reclamation servL',TEL',W.L CIX-O-Porigada here. He arrived at Cralgo-an- ,the residence of Captain Craig, ice bureau th Tollowing: Arthur P. formerly .premier, testifying today be
Davis, chief engtheerf" I. D. O'Don- - fore the committee of the chamber ofla full uniform and declared that the
object of his visit was to pay his re?
THEY CLAIM, FOR THIS REASON,
THEY HAVE THE RldHTfTO
CAST VOTES
Washington, March 24. Woman
suffragists headed by the Rev. Orym,
pia Brown of Wisconsin, president of
the Federal Suffrage association, to-
day sought the aitf'df the public elec-
tion committee in behalf of the
French bill which would provide that
women who are citizens of the United
states and possess similar qualifica-
tions as are required of men voters
shall be eligible to vote "In all states
of the union at elections for mem-
bers of the house of representatives
from the strike district. ll u. PLOTTED nell, supervisor of Irrigation; Will R. deputies investigating the allegationGeneral Chase declared that the hos Ring, chief counsel. that the statet ministers had influepects to the Ulster unionist leader.
pital ward of the county jail, where Details of the conference are beingThe Incident has excited much com enced the postponement of the trial repeal, as urged by Pre ,M- - t .OFFER BY TEXAS GOVERNOR OF arranged by M. D. McEniry, divisionment Mrs. Jones Is Imprisoned, is as clean
and comfortable as any place available
o the swindler, Henri Rochette, de-
claring that he haa not supplied anychief of tho general land office; R.; REWARD FOR SLAYERS'
CAUSES FEARfor the purpose. ' P". Walter, supervising engineer of the documents to the Figaro.LANSING IS HFAn - NEW MISSION Cf
Philadelphia, Man h 21 -- :The prisoner and officers of the Grand Valley and Uncomphagre irri He said he had not taken any partWashington, March 24. Robert Lan gation projects, and Governor E. M.Washington, Maroh 24. Governor in the campaign against Joseph Cail- -United Mine Workers of America
sought to have "Mother" Jones removDing, newly appointed counsellor of
Rhinelander presided and m r
persons of note took r m It fAmnions.the state department, will act as secre laux. When he heard that Calmette,editor of the Figaro, intended to pub clses .which wore h:: 1 1 o .of the United States."Mrs. Clara Bewick Colby of Port-
land, Ore., spepaking In support, of the
tary of state in the absence of Secre--
ed to a hotel pending action by tho
courts on the proposed habeas corpus
proceedings.
1lish papers injurious to the public formal opeiiinjr of V. '
the Ihasmar1! ?" i. TlROOSEVELT IS UNHURTTs'evv York, March 21.---- A cable mes wclf.iro, be plevlcd wl'li Ca.i'"'t notnates some other officer of the depart bill, declared that under the constitu-
tion and tho interpretations of the
courts women were people and citi
to publish them, and received a prom-
ise that it would not be done.
iig cot ?l"i '3 ,' 1
b t t ri. 1(1 n ' !
ment to act in that capacity.
.
With the assumption of .office of
counsellor by John Bassett Moore, "My fear of the conaeciuences of the; entire eotintrv. Thezens, and congress, therefore, should publication of some cf the private- -President Wilson designated him to KfpondcticR in the 1. o 'id to mvrecognize
them as such and extend
the rights of federal suffrage' to- them.
She cited the decision of Chief Jus
tho bn.' rg u t i i
n an's hr,rl f r t" a ,
fi 1 . - r ' ( f l '
fpi q if " I . '
Colquitt's offer of a reward of fl.OOO
for the delivery on Texas soil of five
Mexicans suspected as murderers of
Clemente Vergara has caused state
and war department officials serious
concern for international complica-
tions..
The five Mexicans sought are Cap-
tain Apolonio Rodriguez, Nitp Cerea,
Juan Casslllon, Anres Rodriguez and
Dionicio' Martinez.
In his report today Brigadier Gen-
eral Bliss says:
"The men named are charged la the
newspapers with complicity In the
death of Clemente Vergara."
The rieht of tho governor to offer
a reward for tho apprenension of a
fugitr e from ju4 ce N n t d nl 1 t v
cssassinatiott of Castoa Calmette."
sage eoriiirmatory of previous reports
that Theodore Roosevelt had met
with no mishap in Bra?.U was receiv-
ed at the, American Museum of Nat-
ural History today in response to an
inquiry sent yesterday by the museum
to United States Consul Pickerell at
Para.
"Roosevelt alt right. Arriving at
Manauos by way of rapn.alo riwr "
said the consul's msK.i?e,
Madamo Catllaux told tho examining
- IT BROUGHT ENOUGH
London,. March 24. A silver salt
cellar from the late Lord
collection was sold for $28,000
at Christie's auction rooms today.
The treasure, whicn dates from the
period of Henry VII, Is believed to.be
the earliest standing salt cellar in ex-
istence. Its height with the cover ia
12 4 Inchcft, bu4 it weighs only SO
ounces. A pair of Charles II bottles
brought at the eame sale $H,45t.
tice Taney that the words "people of
the United States" and "citizens" are
ait as secretary of state during the
absence of Secretary Bryan. This or-
der has not been revoked. Under the
last and preceding administration the
assistant secretary of state acted as
secretary n the absence of the official
mniin1" Unly. ' I also 1 ij tii C'lf 5 - O t f
to i v i iot t '.:i-Oil' r m.( j i , jj tin l"H t!,t n V t .3- -synonymous terms and mean the
l , n 1 n, ' t hij (''inn in (0" j 'i, ,same thing," and added that the con-
stitution now provided that "the peo-
ple" should choose the members of
Jint-,- thf bi.l, timi i. 1 !i
o it. iiiysHif." j
i C . . ithe house and senate.
head of the department. John E. Os-bor-
former governor of Wyoming,
the present assistant secretary of
state, has never acted as head of the
state department.
NO DISO-IDC- ALLOWED
Nnv oti. March
MOSHER 13 MONO " O
V . h ntrton Aa ('i 24 L t
I Ii itrnnnt Lou 3 V 1 l f
I I 'td'lihia h( hu-i- , c t ;
M. There will ho officials,. But in tbRELEASED ON BONDGrand Junction, Colo., March 21. ne no repeition of the disorderly j feared thnt lb" oer m
scenes cf let i'afmdijs j r da up j (' nipt to liln t , i :Judga Lavender today granted writs
i i ' it -
' 1 1 tO ! 1
Hal
1 '
1 i
4 d wh a f 1 iof habeas' corpus ordering the release Fifth a wim1 Iv jHumploud iiifn If fUmnitoT i t
on Dona ot Claim ximnreia, t.corge I (he orders t forit It n tn vieITtn'he, T. D. Iiowman tnd Dale ConmN''or'r AV-
UNKNOWN SHIP WRECKED
Washington, March 21. An un-
known steamer was reported a "round
today wmlh of Fowcy , i , , ,r
Miami. Flu. Tho revenue i r i
mUf.fl from Bavty.Tifiit t, )i, j
- 11 il ro 11'
K n ol (
n ' i).il
1 t R A
f. r a d. "!ni;-
1 '' ('
6 r i
I- -, -r
V
I I It 1 J
i c1 ir d v h tl m n 3 r f f 1 rt t a rf,Pf,..-pf.(- l
if i ( i ,u i i ud f ( IfM i n f ; i n i
' ' ' M I I ! ' f ( !
t ' HI 1 a ! ' Id j , S r
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i j or y:i;COIAGIKG OTHER OF
i ii t
Du Bevoise BrassieresSpifn OL GIP.LUOriETAR
Ttll I low Lydia E. Pinkham'sOUTLOOK
Vegetable Compound Re-
stored Her Daugh-
ter's Health.
Plover, Iowa. "From a small child
In a great variety
of patterns. Some
are lace some
embroidered.some
of batiste rang-
ing in price from
50c to
s $2.50
CLEWS SAYS CONDITIONS ARE
BEGINNING TO ASSUME
BETTER ASPECTS
i
De Bevoise
my 13 year old daughter had female MM MJflT WEEK1
1 f if
weakness. I spoke
to three doctors
about it and they did
not help her any.
Lydia E, Pinkham's
Vegetable Corn
el pound bad been of
great benefit to me,
so I decided to have
her give it a trial
She has taken five
bottles of the Vege-
table Compound ac
cording to directions on the bottle and
she ia cured of this trouble. She was
all run down when she started taking
New York, March r4. It is time to
stop and ponder as to whether reac-
tionary tendencies In the-stoc- mar-
ket are not about exhausting them-
selves. We enjoyed a pronounced re-
covery In January based upon Presi-
dent Wilson's favorable statement in
regard to legislation and upon tho
usual investment demand of the sea-Bo-
That advance has been almost
entirely lost during the past eix weeks
and it can safely be said that tho de-
cline more than discounts any changes
which have happened for .the worse.
It ia admitted that there has been a
general slowing down of business
which is part of a world-wid- e move-
ment The trade reaction in this
country, however, has not been very
severe. In most cases it has been
potty, both as to Industries and lo-
calities. The eomewhat unsatisfactory
situation has, however, been seriously
Aggravated by political tendencies at
Washington and the popularity of cor-
poration baiting throughout the coun-
try. Much of the latter must be at-
tributed to politics next fall. It is
the Compound and her periods did not
For women who appreciate dress distinction our showing of Spring
Suits will prove most Interesting; whether they ibe draped or plaited, puff-
ed or flounced, the spring models are universally becoming. This week
WOOLTEX SUIT WEEK we have set aside as one in which to feature
these beautifully tailored garments. We ask you to come in and view this
showing. Aa the corset is the foundation of all well fitting garments we
are running our annual Corset Week In connection with this special show-
ing of Wooltex Suits. Come. i
Sahlin
Waists
.,
are specially de-
signed for slen-
der women, are
light and pliable,
easy and com-
fortable to wear.
The latest model
lias ruffle bust
feature.
SLOOand
$1.50
come right. She was so poorly and
weak that I often had to help her dress
herself, but now she is regular and ia
growing strong and healthy. Mrs.
Mabtin Helyicj, Plover, Iowa.
TTnndrpfk nf such letters eXDressinir
$1.25 Latest Model Corset 79c
A new model Thomson's Glove Fit-
ting Corset, made of white coutil and
has no boning over the hips. Low bust,
long skirts. Boned with double wire,
guaranteed not to rust. This corset is
well worth $1.25 but during Corsef-yQ- .
Week we will sell it special.. ... 7C
gratitude for the good Lydia E. Pink-
ham's Vegetable Compound has accom
plished are constantly being received,
proving the reliability of this grand old
1
doubtful, however, if the voting classes
remedy.
If you are ill do not drag along and
continue to suffer day in and day out but
at once take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-
table Compound, a woman's remedy for
woman's ills.
If yon wanx special advice write to
Lydia E.rinkham Medicine Co. (conf-
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence.
are aa hostile in this respect as those
(catering; for . their support assume.
Last week it was shown in these ad
vices that there are over 17,000,000
bank depositors with $7,000,000,000 of
deposits in the United States who are II w. S
vitally, though often unconsciously, in
e New Corset Systemtereeted in securities. This class hasnot yet been awakened to the injury KOPSERViCE SYSTEM
threatening thorn. It is also generally 1 1
Thomson's Corsets
are the result of years of corset making
experience. From the "wasp-like- " waists of
60 years ago, down to this, the corset-les- s
age Thomson's Corsets have been the stan-ar- d
of style and comfort In popular priced
corsets. These corsets control the figure
with a full degree of pliability, being boned
only where it is absolutely necessary, yet
with firmness and the uncorseted figure it
produced in its most charming form.
18 Models of these
79c to $5.00
overlooked that there are 32,000,000 DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION
A. Detached skirt as worn.
F. Turned back to show sup-
porting feature (D).
B. Seam joining the outer
skirt to corset-bod-
C Showing how skirt eoi
forms to natural figure.
stimulate imports, although its effect
in that direction has not thus far
proved as important as expected. As
to the general state or trade, tnat con-
tinues slack. New orders for steel
are disappointingly low because the
railroads are financially unable to
place much needed orders. No relief
in this respect is anticipated until the
interstate commerce commission
grants the roads higher rates, or until
traffic shows decided Improvement.
The textile industry is ajso dragging,
the tendency of prices frequently be-
ing! downwards, especially in cotton
HTHE new Nemo KOP5ERVICE Corsets
meet Fashion's demand for the freedom of
the "nature" figure, while retaining all the hygienic
features for which the Nemo is world-famou- s.
Every woman, from slight to stout, may
now have a rational "corsetless" figure with- -
mip
E. Nemo "bridge. T
THOMSON'S
"CLOVEFITTING"
CORSETS.
goods, and buyers are consequently out suffering discomfort and
the probable permanent loss ofpostponing purchases. The shoe industry Is in a similar condition. New
England feels this condition more
than any pthhr sectjion. Much of the
her shapely lines.
'The New "La'VicfoiA"slackness 1 in trade n attributed to
wintry weather. Now that spring Is
close at hand trade and industry will
gradually resume more normal vol
Four models two for full fig-
ures, and two for slender figures.
All have low bust and extra-lon- g
skirt; plenty of durable elastic
to insure completeEarts
and ease. All at one price
ume, especially as construction work, It(
u S y
m
iLJi
kopServtce
The new "La Victolre" Corsets
produce the straight, unbroken line
from hip to knee, so essential in the
wearing of ruffle, flounce, tier and
pannier effect in skirts. They give
the straight, flat back that the new
shoulder lines require and the easy,
graceful, supple waist-lin- e to which
girdles are so becoming.
v
MODELS FOR ALL TYPES OF
FIGURES Plenty of low-bus- t, long-hi-p
models; plenty of elastic top
and low-to- p corsets for dancing.
$3.50 lo $5.00
Recognizing the great value
of this new invention, we devote
an entire section to a special
exhibit of the KOPSERVICE
Corsets, in chame --of an expert
PI
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long delayed, can now be carried for-
ward without interruption. Although
the number of unemployed has in-
creased owin? to conditions already
stated, the cost of living should be
declining since commodities are stead-
ily declining. Bradstreet's index num.
ber i now down to 8.8320, the lowest
since October, 1911. The highest
point was 9.5462 in December, 1912.
As for the future of the market a
turn for, the better should not be far
distant, unless unexpected disturb-
ances arise. The Mexican problem
is, still a serious deterrent, and so is
our home political outlook. But money
promises to be easy everywhere.
Spring with its traditional rise is
close at hand. Crop conditions so far
as the soil is concerned are very sat-
is factory and wintre wheat promises
well. Given a fair chance and busi-
ness will recover ere long. Will our
legislators and public officials tane
v - j
who will explain their novel features.fa'tit ;yv
of life insurance policies now in
existence in the United States, and
that the assets of these benevolent in-
stitutions amount to over $1,000,000,-O0- 0.
Altogether It is safe to say that
the financial Interests of the bulk of
tho voters in thi country are being
seriously ' imperilled by the present
unreasonable hostility towards cor-
porations. Unquestionably a few of
the latter deserved the punishment al-
ready received, but punishment can-
not ,go on forever. Many mistakes
cannot be undone; and it is sheer
folly to apply the sape treatment to
the unoffending as io the criminal.
Unless all signs fall, radicalism has
seen its zenith, and before long we
hope to see signs of returning sanity
in political circles. President Wilson
ia believed to be more or less con-
servatively inclined, but he Is evi-
dently having difficulty in restraining
the radical element. We do not doubt
that Mr. Wilson is absolutely sincere
in his promise to build up business.
Perhaps the best thing that can be
done is for the constructive elements
in the country to aia him in the laud-
able purpose of moderation.
The monetary outlook Is encourag-
ing, and aside from expected flurries
about April 1, which may not come,
the outlook is for continued ease,
last week' bank statement showed
a good increase in reserves and a
contraction in loans, the first since
the opening of the year. Foreign
markets are also showing signs of re-
turning monetary ease resulting from
a general slowing down of trade. Some
"distrust was caused by the crisis in
the French government arising from
the assasination of M. Calmette, but
while temporary disturbance is pos-
sible, if not probable, ft should be re-
membered that the French as a nation
are distinctly conservative, in spite
of their political excitability, for the
reason that the masses are exceed-
ingly thrifty and do not favor any pub-
lic movement that, will injure their
financial interests. The Ulster diffi-
culties appear serious, but thus far
financial London has not got very
excited over the controversy.
The latest returns of exports show
some interesting results. In bread-stuff- s
there was a shrinkage in Feb-
ruary of about $10,000,000 and in
meat and dairy products a loss of
over $2,000,009. On the other hand
there was a gain of over $13,000,000
in cotton, more than offsetting both
of these losses. In the eiirht mouths
emV.wt FKhnnirv, our exports of bread-flu-
f ikn ruf 1,1 01 M'vt
. i iv protl N u Ti i il $13 0' 0,.
t f on f.'Miif 1 "M 0
1 i1 ( ' ii ' ' i o lu o'r
i 1 , (ti i' on tu one
1 o r i 'u 's t ' J i are
( ; ' re b (1 pt
i (ii V Vr 1 nl the
This k a REAL EVENT. Please consider this a SPECIAL
INVITATION.
Laj VeaiLeaclirtSioroSilk Corset Covers
Made of crepe de chine and chiffon in white
and a delicate shade of pink. Neatly trim-
med with lace.
heed or are they bound to lead the
Crepe de Chine Underwear
Combination suits, gowns, shirts and tights
in white and delicate pink. ,
1ft 4 - it iFSnation into further distress? Are
those In the saddle riding blindly for $1.75 and $2.75 IiHia fall? - HENRY CLEWS. $3.00 to $15.00 garmentEstaLlislusd ica 1 13
YOU CAN CURE THAT BACKACHE,
Pain along "the back, dizziness, head-
ache and general langour. Get a pack
ator James P. Clarke, who is a can pains in my back, and before I finishage of Mother Gray's AROMATIC- - didate for is opposed by ed one bottle, my old trouble entirely
disappeared."LEAF, the pleasant root and herb Judge W. F. ICirby, an associate jus
tice of the etate supreme court All
cure for all Kidney, Bladder and Uri-
nary troubles. When you feel all run
down, weak and without energy use of the present representatives in con BANDELIER IS DEAD
session this morning Governor Eber-har- t
welcomed the visitors and G. E.
Marshall, supervisor of the Minnesota
national forest, delivered the presi-
dent's address. Among the papers
and addresses presented at the after-
noon session were the following: "For-
est Taxation," by Gilford Pinchot, for-
mer chief forester of the United
States; "Canadian Forests," Clyde
TO HAVE NOTED SPEAKERS
Greenwood, S. C, March 24. With
a large attendance and an attractive
program the South Carolina confer-
ence of Charities and Correction as-
sembled in this city today for its fifth
annual meeting. The program covers
three days and provides for the dis-
cussion of a wide variety of topics.
Prominent among the scheduled speak
Santa Fe, N. M., March 21. Adolph
in Lima, Peru, in 1893. She was with
him when he died.
- He engaged in investigations for the
Archaeologocial Institute of America
in the southwest and in Mexico from
1SS0 to 18S5. He went to Peru for
Henry Viilard in 1892 and continued
the same work for the American Mu-
seum of Natural History from 1S94 to
1903 in Bolivia. He was associated
with the Hispanic society, Columbia
this remarkable combination of na-
ture's herbs and roots. As a tonic
gress appear confident of renomina-tion- .
Governor George W. Hays has
no opposition for renomination andlaxative it has no equal. Mother Gray's
Aromatic-Lea- f is sold by Druggists or a number of the other present state
Francis A. Bandelier, one of the fore-pios- t
authorities on archaeology in
the United States, died last week in
Madrid, Spain, according to a cable
message. He was 74 years old.
Mr. Bandelier was born in Berne,
sent by mail for 50 els. Sample sent
FREE. Address, The Mother Gray Leavitt, forester of the Canadian com-
mission on conservation: "The UtiliCo., Le Roy, N. Y.Adv.
officers are. assured of being named
for another term. It Is expected that
the vote will .be light aa compared
with that cast at the election two
years ago, when Joe T. Robinson de-
feated Governor George W. Donaghey
University and the Catholic Cyclope-
dia also.
Mr. Bandelier was a member of the
Explorers' Club of New York. His
books on archaeological subjects are
considered standard books.
ers from outside the state are Dr. O.
Edward IJanney of Baltimore, J. E.
of Nashville, secretary of the
Southern Sociological conference, and
Maurice Willows of New York, asso-
ciate secretary of the American. Asso-
ciation of Societies for Organizing
Charity.
PRIMARIES IN ARKANSAS
Little Rock, Ark., March 24. One
United Slates senator, seven repre
zation of Land,"
Dean A. F. Woods, of the Minnesota
State Agricultural college, and "The
Lumbermen and the State Forests,"
J. T. Rhodes of Chicago, secretary of
the National Lubormen's association.
sentatives in cotigresR, a governor and
'itbfer stato officials' anjf many mem
for Tho absence of any
notable contest this year has resulted
in a rather tame campaign, while the
fact that many of the counties have
already hpJd tue(r primaries for the
selection of county and local officers
hat, added to the general apathy.
bers of the legislature are to be
named in t!ie Arkansas democratic
primaries tomorrow. Usually nomi
Piles Cured In 6 to 14 Day
Druggists refund money if PAZO
OINTMENT fails to cure Itching,
Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles.
First application gives relk-f-. 25c.
Special 'H-ah- h V, -- rn n'' nr f i
Switzerland, August C, IS 10. He was
.noted as an Investigator of acbaeo-log-
history and ethnology of Spanish
America, and was tconMdered one of
the foremost authorities on these sub-
jects.
Bandeller's work in New Mexico
and the southwest has Ion;,' been stand-
ard and bis contrihiition to the litera-
ture on the relics of the ; 't in this
.stale alone forms a , i ' '"num nt
to one of the grt i' t iss in his-
tory.
Mr. Bandelier (j i 1 ' 1 ' I "fpn
c V c is old nd - '"'ited.
In J 1 o mom ! i' . r1 111 -
In r i p. Hue 1 fej
i i 1 v TUt' i J 11 ' '
nation ia equivalent to election. Sen- -i ' r tof e r " aiarcn is a trymsr month for trie
!i;iy young ana for elder! v pCroup broncb 1 cr 1" 1
pneum mmtniu deu. Foieys Honoy and TnrMINNESOTA FORESTRY CONGRESS
', St. Paul, Minn., March ?4. The an
F l; in Truth That's Worth MoneyI j rVivs Honey and Tar for a
c h u crll nuys-Hf- i you both 1ck--rifnl iriey p F. Monahan Mon- -
i r i ' I i i e t
to i 1 i i N (f urn her and I f'nd Fo-h- y
s UouoynndTar Ci t oi n1 aH 3
. n o up in " oi ci A S
1 li ell ir ii p i I c irr trr i (1 it n r
J' O i t r ui i I
ci
.. ... family nounpli tn
J,, i f j't fir ii ,' u he andfineumatism
F v T ' v x i j ,i'e so
f'i' ', " f r ' ti ( e. lbetimatlem
n , 1 a' I t'lra. liulnev and
' ' it t, thev are recom-
1
, - A A 1 ( irl
, i I It
1 J f r
a cou, h rlitk I' minual congress under the auspices of
tho Minnesota Forestry association be-- and vi i pi i 1 1air p; it h r i
1 j 1V3 ) II Ofrnn in t city today and via con-tinue ovw tomorrow. At tho opening
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THE OLD RELIABLEXCELLENT ATTRA BAIN WAGCf I
a French horn and a violin and also
appeared ia vocal solos. Still later
she became a member of the Oriole
Concert Co.
Mls"Werro to Present the Irish
IV.
The Killarney Girls and Rita Rich
The Irish people fcarw played an
important part in the development of
this country and have contributed
overwhelmingly to our American op-
timism and cheerfulness. There is a
ir'
The Las Vegas Young Men's Chris-tai- n
Association present below Its
Lyceum Course for 1914-1- while
the current course has been all, and
some have been kind enough to say,
more, than the Association claimed
for it, yet in the 1914-1-5 Course the
Redpath Bureau announces tothe
local Association that they bave a
course still superior to that of the
present.
As has been stated the
Course was not promoted by the Y.
M. C. A. with the idea of making mon-y- ,
but rather to give to the commun-
ity only the best, the highest class and
the most uplifting entertainment, at
a minimum price, that can be procur-
ed. The fact that this rear the Asso-
ciation will only come wat even, oi
perhaps lose money on this Course,
bears out the statement made above,
nnd at the same time fulfills their
paid church choirs in St. Louis, has
had theatrical experience and lias
coached with the best teachers in this
country.
William A. Goldberg, oarltone, w&a
a boy wonder on the violin, later dis-
covering that he had a fine voice. He
gave iup the violin for voice although
he had played violin for years profes-
sionally. He has also sung leading
grand opera roles before entering the
lyceum.
William James Breach, accompan-
ist and nomologist, makes one of the
hits of the program. He has been
with the company from its inception
and has also studied with the best
teachers. ' :
Quartet Work Emphasized
While the members of thjs com-
pany are all good soloists their claim
is chiefly in their quartet work. The
claim has been made that while male
quartets by long practice often reach
a very high standard of ensemble per-
fection, that it is doubtful if any oth- -
New Zealand is the wonderland of
the South. Seas. It is the land of Ro-
mance, Poetry and Sentiment. It
amazes the visitor with its wealth of
natural curiosities and the endless va-
riety and grandeur of its scenery. It
is the home of the Maori, the highest
type of savage life inhabiting the
islands, of the Pacific; a people who
have been wonderfully quick to for-
sake their aboriginal customs and
superstitions and fit themselves for
the highest walks of civilized life.
The Rawei family are native Maorfs,
and are handsome specimens of their
race. In their public exhibitions they
wear the queer but picturesque er.s-tum-
of the native Islander. Mr.
itawei himself was born in the wi'.t.s
of Northern Zealand, emong the most
savage people, was adopted by an
English lady of wealth when about
twelve years old, given a thorough
education and enabled to graduate
with high honors and the degree of
Master of Arts from Christ Church
University.
The presentation of "From Savag-
ery to Culture" is so cleverly and ar-
tistically done and is so full of inter-estan-d
novelty and wonder, that It
compels the utmost enthusiasm. It is
captivating to the last degree, full of
delightful surprises that follow one
another in bewildering" procession,
charming the eye and ear, provoking
outburst of laughter, melting to tears,
enlisting the sympathies completely.
You are held under a spell of" fas
'1 r
A. ' -
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
Jefferson Reynolds, President "
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President S. B. Davis, Vice President.
HaUot Raynolds, Cashier. H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
FIRST NATIONAL BAN
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, S23.CG3.
In every department of Banking we
are prepa.red to give the best of service
promise of "fathering" only the bestj
that there is In entertainment.
This year the Association is hoping
, r .
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KELLOGG-HAINE- S SINGING
for a etill stronger support of its.
Course and the Indications are that
it will receive it, as 'already a large
number have signed up for the Course
of 1914-1- 5 on the basis of the fee be-
ing "payable September 15th unless
prevented by illness or absence from
the city."
The price of a douure season ticket,
(admitting two people), is ?5.00; for
a single season ticket, admitting one
person), $3.00, and for a student's
season ticket, (admitting one person),
$2.00. This makes eacn number at
the rate of about fifty cents per per-
son. - V
Follows a description of the five
numbers of the 1914-1- 5 Course:
1.
Kellogg-Halne- s Grand Opera Company
The Kellogg-Haine- s Company is
one of the standard attractions in the
lyceum world today. In fact, for five
years past, this organization has been"
regarded as such, and by its long sea-Bon- 's
work year after year on both
Tims: DcpssltaInterest Psld on
g f n a n rm? j'w' L6&
m t T
fc k ti
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL I
Leaenos !
, Another member of this company
who will have a prominent part in the
program is Miss Laura Werm) read-
er, accompanist an vocalist. Miss
Werno has been appearing in public
ever since Bhe was eight years old ;
in choirs, ladies' quartets and as a 1
reader, particularly in dialect selec-
tions. As a member of the Killarney
Company she will present Irish leg-
ends and readings. She will also
render a pianologue or two during
the evening, will appear as a memner
of the ladies quartet in tins organiza-
tion, and will play piano accompani-
ments1.
Other Members Are All Artists
There will be seven members in the
company all of whom are artists. The
contralto soloist is Miss Marguerite
Andrews, soloist for several years in
one of ' the largest churches in Pitts-
burgh, and who has appeared in con-
cert work throughout the east.
Miss Elam Kinneson, soprano, who
has been with the Pugh company the
rife
V '
-
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THE RAWEIS.
past year under Redpath management,
will appear not only in the ensemble
but in the quartets, solos, and as an
accompanist
V.
The Collegians Male Quartette
This is the strongest quartette cf
its kind that will be in the lyceum
next season.
The Collegians have been out three
seasons. Not only was their success
unusual from the first, but they have
been received with greater and great
er enthusiasm each year. As a sing
ing bunch their- voices blend as har
moniously and as perfectly as- could
be imagined. Their instrumentation
in the brass quartette Is everything
that can be desired.
Their program ia full of lively ac
tion with enough of the "old favorites'
and enough of the sober parts to give
a fine variety.
Each is an individual soloist. Some
solo numbers may, be sung but this
will not be, by any means, a feature
of their work. The feature is in
their quartette numbers.
The solo feature la mentioned only
for this reason. It is not common to
see four individually strong soloists
comprising a male quartette. The
solo voice eo often loses its identity
In the olending of the four voices, aud
fails when it attempts to stand up
alone.
It is a quartette that has pushed it-
self to the front rapidly aad deserves
place on the very front row of Red-pat-h
attractions.
The!? entire, program for the coming
seasoa will be new throughout, re-
peating, of course, an occasional num-
ber where special request ia made.
Tf everybody who HiirOrs from of Is
thrtnteiH'd with Lung Tniuhle would
tli; many easi-- i where recov-
eries were brought about throuKti the
of Eckman's Aitnrnnve, a ri'metly wiilciihas stood the teat tor nealy fifieeis year,
n stronir oplnioa iu favor of It would W
the result. W lint It hat) accoiiU'lNned f..r
others it war for you. hvxil tliisi
145 K. 12i'j St., fiew Yoik.
'Gentlemen: X.jiKt leet-iiit)e- r I took ft
Midden eotfl, whlrii (leveNijted into ,
liie do"ior 1'ui uli he Hsiofy
eoiuii for me. but could not clenr a y
biiias- tine dav 1 s;w a iu
one of tile pupers t'MitEu- - of the
Koisieoite bud trina T:iir?i s
Alien! live for ft trouble vt lururH. I
beiriitt t:ik!mr St and bimiq felt o:jo
My htni'H bvenn to cU-- uo aiui I
lei-'.lt- to tfaiil ill ::.(r,ih Ulni wii so-il-
wtMl to tft1 no hit Vwv.'R jii-- ti,f ni In bener t.iiuiii now tn:io I inn!iieeri at hiiv t!ioe, I etu a mnUm-r-
Worker for tbe New ovit iioiiie K--
liixne'.'fls and f ri. loli- - ';s l;o-- s "iv .it mi) r r r. 1 tf r x.i liKii-- i ; Ottfre Od i"eoru-:-i.- t
ie'iimnn f e.us b- - fMi !iv
rosmv vc(ir' to he fuui':?
H vere Hhio;-- ;sn;? I l!i!f A ifrr'i,
1 iW'Uirttrll 'J, hi i) e 'i. ("IS
CmiK ai,.l in "i iii' the ii i,
ontunK-- i no loireoi 3. o- or hn-''-ft-
lino t !' A f i , i el t
of refiiveni no.! wrto '.i hi kir:.:i
l.iilionnorT, iiiii(i''!?- i!:i. rn., f.i- I'li--
siiu I or fipie bv ail I n .' i !4
a r, n. .tai-ji- . sy autl 3 In 4
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PARTY IN "THE MILKMAID.
er mixed quartet in America can ap-
proach the Kellogg-Haine- s company
in that sinking of individuality and
perfect blending of voices which com-
prises a male trio of equal merit. .
A Glimpse of the Programs
No one evening is ever given over
entirely to the presentation of one
grand opera, but selections from a
goodly number are given in one pro-
gram. A few of the selections from
which the programs are made up are:
"The Bohemian Girl," "II Trova-tore- ,"
"Dolly Varden," "The Chinese
iHoneymoon," "Martha," "Penelope,"
"The Milk Maid," "The Singing Mas-
ter," "Lovely Galatea," "The Songs of
the Sixties."
"Lovely Galatea" and "The Songs
of the Sixties" are their latest pro-
grams. "Lovely Galatea" is a com-
plete comic opera written for four
voices by Von Suppe, the German
composer, who is also the author of
"Poet and Peasant."
The Kellogg-Halne- s Company also
makes a specialty of beautiful and
elaborate costumes for each o'f its
presentations. Some idea of these
can be obtained from the accompany-
ing photographs.
II.
The Rawles Native New Zealanders
A trio of remarkably gifted South
Sea Islanders giving a vivid and real-
istic portrayal of life among the nat-
ives. Their entertainment Is given In
costume, embracing the peculiar cere-
monies, wierd music and solemn in-
cantations of the Maoris. The Raweis
entertainment Is a kind of Polynesian
play, picturing the'o.J wild life of the
savage tribes of the South Seas, In
sharp contrast to the present-da- civ-
ilization of the same people, who now
boast the best government under the
sua. The Raweis present in music,
song and story a most unique and
fascinating portrayal of native life in
the South Sea Islands, with a superb
setting of primitive costumes, curios
and scenery.
THE KILLARNEY GIRLS.
bit of IrlBh eentiment In each one of
us, even though we may not be a
"son of the Emerald Isle." That Irish
humor, music and folk-lor- e should be
featured in the lyceum is therefore
most appropriate. In the theatrical
world, the Irish players have met with
an enthusiastic reception in this coun-
try.
Singing and Instrumental Music and
Legends
The Killarney girls appear in Irish
costumes and with an appropriate set-
ting, present a program of instrumen-
tal music and singing with emphasis
on the latter. There are Irish songs
that range from simple folk-lor- e to
the Irish classics, all of which will be
rendered by a company of real ar-
tists. In the program will be shown
not only Irish humor but Irish pathos
and patriotism, also some of the leg--
1 ( )
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MISS RITA RICH.
ends which have played ucn an im-
portant part iu Irish history.
A genuine Irish harp will be carried
by this company and will be played
by Miss Rita Rich.
Miss Rita Rich Impersonator in Song
Miss Rita Rich, whose work will be
one of the special features of this
company, is widely known in lyceum
circles, having been a member of the
Elma B. Smith Co. for some time a
most popular organization. One of the
features of Miss Rich's work with the
Eima B. Smith Co. was her appear-
ance in Irish folk-lor- e songs attired in
Irish costumey
As a vocalist and in special cos-
tume she has for several years been
an impersonator of both children and
grown-up- s of all nationalities. As
suggested ia the Memphis, Tenn,,
Commercial Appeal, however, her
voice appears to the, best advantage
in the songs of oid Ireland. All her
folk songs hava both character and
human interest. You feel the laugh
and the tear In them. Her imperson-
ations in this company will be prin-
cipally from tha Irkh but for en-
cores she will this year probably give
Bome selections from the Scotch and
the Indian.
'Cellist and Violinist Well Known in
tho Lyceum
Miss Martha Sirelzel, wno will bp-- j
-- r m Velio a?i.i vocal &ks as well
3 hating a prom'nmst part in the
c raMe wr-- a few years ?uro wifh.
th Strelzel QstarRM; wl.ieh nursd
widely on the chaufouquiis. Lotcr Rbe
npneared on the lyceum platform tvi"j
tv ptrl cl Quartet and Kiss Parcolt
Vih tl3 Stroke! Quartet s!ie i.;--3
'J .
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cination by the wierd ballads, the
love songs, the canoe choruses, the
war chants and incantations, the
quaint descriptions of the native cus-
toms and the numerous beautiful pic-
tures of the marvelous island scenery.
Mr. Rawei, whose English is re-
markably correct, has ' an unusual
charm of style, and possesses such a
fund of humorous and pathetic anec-
dotes that when his audience is not
holding its breath with excited inter-
est, it is generally in, a 'roar of laugh-
ter or bathed in sKent tears. His
wife, Hine Taimoa, has a rich con-
tralto voice, and knows how to use it.
In fact all these native singers are
accomplished in the art of singing.
The blending of the voices in the
minor ballads and chants is one of the
most touching and pleasing items of
the entertainment.
The Raweis have appeared before
the students of the Art Institute of
Chicago and before the teachers, prin-
cipals and superintendents of Cook
County, Chicago. So highly does Mr.
Tobin, Superintendent of Cook Coun-
ty, think of the Raweis that he has
asked them to appear again this com-
ing August.
Halwood Robert Manlove The Man
of Many Faces. The Master
Make-u- p Artist
In his character delineation, Man-lov- e
is an Irishman, Swede, Dutchman,
Frenchman, Italian, ruae, old man,
maniac, grouch, silly kid, tramp, dude,
and what not. He laughs and cries
and as he laughs you laugh and as
he cries you cry. THAT'S MANLOVE.
His career has been as varied as
his program is versattte. He has been
known in half a dozen companies or
more; today he is "a whole enow In
himself.", "I'm just plain Manlove,"
he says.
But he is not plain. He is EX--
f
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HALWOOD ROBERT MANLOVE.
TR AORDTNA RY. There Is no other
such lyceum comedian. It's a clean
program he gives and yet "a full up"
cna. He has demonstrated, time and
time again, that the cleverest eomeny
work can be done without a burf.cs-tlo- n
that wo iSd ofcnd It is tli U' s
of work t t he i df n 1 i ah'-'- b
done.
Whether it lii t11 tty r i t i
smaller cs s if tnl i n 1 t
different t i rf rrn 'tit t ii r
quired in 'i ' niioif f ) rf "i
fui'cd to i 1 c i t ,
tnaisds, II i ' ( ! jn I ,
,
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KELLOGG-HAINE- S SINGING PARTY IN "THE SINGING MASTER."
-
i; ''.;.!.-,.-- ....
the lyceum and Chautauqua platform,
las already attained what mayi be
termed perfection as a mixed quartet.
This organization presents a pro-
gram of selections from the best
linown grand operas, light operas and
from other musical literature.
Personnel
There are five members in the
Kellogg-Haine- s Company, including a
pianist.
Miss Lotta Fahlen, Soprano, aside
from her extensive church choir ex-
perience has. sung principal roles with
the Shehan Opera Co., and studied
with the best teachers in America.
Miss Altha Montague, the contralto,
studied for two years under the well
Known Professor McBurney of Chi-
cago and was for a time soloist of
the big Hyde Park Baptist Church in
that city. She is a graduate of ttie
Chicago University with an A- - B. de--
John Eichenberger, tenor, was the
tenor soloist in several of the best
Wife in the country ?
All slone in the house ?
CaiH.t in the run 1 :rt n'.t?
Trousers loe'e I.Le a v:"y-- j i. '.c t' ' 4 r .
I don't care.
An irci --; I ; r J, a C i"ip c. ti . i
cf the l'ciuc s w.l ii 5 :
j.x T? 1 k1; .e i : 1
Vd ! -- 1 r-- v . c i j ' 1 '
t3 i't 1 r H L' ' 1e J , ... , , r 11 , - ' I ' ,' U
t-l-
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A H, AND M P 8. RAWEI AND THEIR SON.
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the most effective refutation of the
charges Mr. Ward Indirectly brings
ure, the love and esteem of those with
whom and for whom I labor, becauseLET OFFICERS 00ii iLi u IL
Henry Miller and Klaw and
have Joined, forces t the t
tent that for the next five years Mr.
Miller and the theatrical firm will
Jointly make a number of productions
the crux of Urn trouble In" Ireland to-
day. Were it not for the hoary feuds
based primarily upon religious differ-
ences Ulster would not be in revolt
against England and against most of
Ireland as well.
The great province of Ulster is In
rebellion against the home rule plan,
which would necessarily subject Its
people to the predomin-
ant rule of the church. Of all the pro-
vinces of Ireland Ulster possesses the
most cosmopolitan population. Here
were the great settlements of Scotch
immigrants who brought their Presby-terlanis-m
with them. Here aleo are
concentrated t of the Episco-
palians of Ireland. These Episcop-
alian are, of course, of the Established
Church of England, and this fact has
an Important bearing; upon the atti-
tude of the Ulster people. They base
at least a part of 'their confidence up
Up-(o-Da- (e
Jewelry
Eewpies
they know that I am fearless in speech
and in the performance of duty.
'I venture to make this request of
my friends of the L. and O. society,
that they relinquish their unfortunate
choice of name and substitute for it
one of the many that may be readily
found, lift us out of the lawless and
orderless class. Leave all questions
as they are now very properly. In the
hands of duly constituted and able au-
thoritiesmen who in the Judgment
of the people are, in the fullest sense, be
capable of sustaining their labors with
out extraneous aid. Direct your pow
ers and interests to the consideration in
of the and helpful sub-
jects, some of which Mr. Ward has
very properly and ably presented In
a recent series of articles, f
"There is plenty of scope for con-
structive work here. Passing over the in
Ballinas bridge one read3 that the first
settlers came here And pray of
what have they and their descendants
done In all, this long stretch, of years
for our Spanish-America-n friends, who,
for some occult reason, have loomed
up largely in this discussion as our of
Horrible Examples, as though we pos-
sessed all the virtues and they all the a
vices? What have we done for our
Spanish-America- n brthren? Can we
point to one Institution we have raised
for their social, intellectual, and moral
advancement? Can we even take to
ourselves the credit for, establishing a
manual training school, the least cost
ly and one of the, mosjt efficacious
forms of aid? We Jaye in onr midst
an institution of which we are all Just-
ly proud a Y. M. C,, A. controlled by
earnest men and effectively adminis-
tered
6
by a distinctly able secretary.
No Jitter service can be imagined
.than to extend the benefits of
'
this institution to the West
side through the establishment of a
subsidiary branch.
"I write in great haste, desiring this
communication to find an Immediate
place In the columns of The Optic.
Otherwise I might formulate a number
of suggestions in the domain of con-
structive statesmanship whereon the
new society might labor with bless-
ing to the community and honor to it-
self. Applying Itself thus the new so-
ciety will become a valued factor in
the community's development and will
demand with the fullest conceded Jus-
tice the of the law abid-
ing and orderly members of this law
abiding and 'brderly community.
"Very truly yours,
"J. H. LANDAU."
Selwyn and Company have decided
on the title ''The Squealer" for A. E.
Thomas' new play, which Is soon to
have its initial production at the
Plymouth theater In Boston. Jane
Cowl, William Courienay and other
prominent players are to take part In
the trial performance.
A. H. Woods Is to produce a farce--
.comedy from the German called
Sleepy Theodore."
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TVKNTY YEA US AFIEU'S
No, this title does not signify that
t is Is going tobe a reproduction of
Vleiander Dumas' work of that well-Know- n
name. Nevertheless It la a
of 20 years after and Just as
Mordauut pursued the executioners of
Milady so in this modern "Twenty
"Years After" the unemployed of Am-eric- a
and pursuing the political party
which Is responsible once nore for
fheir condition.
It was on March 19, 1914, "General-Jaco- b
S. Coxey of Massillon, Ohio, ori-
ginator of the lea of leading an army
Ql unemployed to Washington to de-
mand legislation, calculated to better
the condition of the masses, opened
""array" fceadquarters In Masailon. Af-
ter many vicissitudes Coxey's army ar-
rived In the national capital on April
23, 1S94. The invasion created consid-
erable excitement in Washington, as
St did to a lesser degree In many other
communities, but about the only re
sult was that Coxey and his chief
lieutenant, the late Carl Browne, were
Lodged in Jail for several days because
they violated the law by walking on
. tie grass in the capitol grounds.
'.Twenty years after we find history
'
repeating Itself. A year after the den
ocrats again assume control of the
nation's affairs, the first time In 20
years, there Is a cessation of work
snd Industrial condrtlons become st
paralyzed. In Coxey's place
comes a now "general." His name is
Kelley, Ha has organized an army of
tenemployed and he is having many
viclssitadss, too, and members of his
army are being arrested. About the
only difference in this story of "Twen
"ty Tears After" Is that the "army" will
mot reach the national capital on the
Anniversary date of "General" Coxey's
arrival Pueblo Chieftain. ,"v: -
., o
ULSTER IN REVOLT
Once' the attention "of the
uoi IJ li Oirwted to the woes of Ire-j- -
nd, oto tl'Q fitful flames of revolt
Tid d'f. TSton ha't burst forth Inter
:t y fr nany wn furies. In all
si- - ' hi.1 bread of this famous
i t . r !s scarcely a foot of Its
emorfeW sod but has been nurtured by
;. S 'i.n,l of patriots, says the Kansas
.':.". - j ja.-iw- l. When i'.o cruel heel of
j oppressor waa r; t upon the
T::s k, strife wltMn said wasia Its
s ;.iiU";:i"'si ai'-- made its neop'a weak
CU'l x-- to i tliem-- g
ft S";r ltkt
'.J irouy i f fats
vide h have
A Ct i
against himself. How' the district atr
torney and' the Judgo whom we all
honor deal with crime here, how ade- -
quate is our machinery for the enforce
ment of the law, was made manifest
to every thinking mind the other day.
Some drunken miscreants beat up a
man and within 24 hours they were
tried, sentenced and in Jail. Mr. Ward
did not call the citizens, together to
help him, he. did not appeal to" the
Law and Order society. ' He simply
set in motion the routine machinery
which he controls, and nothing more
than, this IS needed at any time.
r'And now a further word to
strengthen my second charge, viz.,
that the society a at present consti
tuted 4s a menace to the liberties of
the people. I have it on indisputable
authority , that some of the signers! of
the constitution it is unnecessary to
be more specific, though if Mr. Ward
so desires I am prepared to advance
more definite data moved at a meet
ing of their own organization, preced
ing the formation of the Law and Or
der society that efforts be made to
close the moving picture houses on
Sundays.
."Bear in mind that the photoplay
houses represent the sum total of our
recreational possibilities. They are
our opera, our concert hall, our. pic
ture galleries, etc. And the eame
proposal would naturally be directed
against all these cultural Influences
did we possess them; Ex uno disce
omnes. What else was proposed at
the gathering to which I allude I do
not know, but,' I ' am told, and al
though T do not doubt the statement,
I cannot positively vouch for its re-
liability, that a complete cessation Of
liie'ry 'acl'fvlty was proposed .for this
crty oh Sundays newspapers) 'drug
and other. Innocuous stores were to
be closed, 0' Those who urged these
measures are affiliated with the Law
and Order society and have, as I have
said, signed its "constitution. They
will b'e', we may easily assume, zealous
in the presentation of their desires In
the more Important field opened up
by the new organization. In , their
zeal for what they hold to be the
right, they will, I do not doubt, recall
the historic instance of King Bruce
of Scotland and 'try again.'
"As an instance of rapidity with
which the infection of this spirit
grows and in order to contribute to
the gaiety of nations, I add the follow
ing fact: Following the Rev. Mr. An-
derson's address in defense or Justi-
fication of the new- organization, a
Mr. Griswald addressed the gather-
ing and declared that the naming of
one of our avenues for Douglas, the
doughty opponent p Abraham Lincoln,
was an insult or degradation to us,
since Douglas was a drinking man.
My friends of the Law and Order so-
cietytor bo I most sincerely trust
they are, though we are ranged on
opposite sides of thg camp may dis-
avow responsibility for this and sim-
ilar ludicrous utterances, ' but, as I
submit, they are in the position of the
Alpine boy, who, perfectly innocently
and with no malice intent, sets the
bill of snow arolling and Is responsible
for the subsequent avalanche. In the
very inception of the movement my
prophecy spoken at the meeting of
protest, has been fulfilled.
"Do the type's of citizens affiliated
with our Commercial club level bead-
ed, broad gnaged men desire to
place their liberties "in the hands of
persons .who thus commence as with
the full swing of "be scythe, to mow
down their" few prerogatives? Do they
desire our friend who voiced his bril-
liant objection to the name of
U' act as one of the Solons
of .their community and to wieid pow-
ers that might prejudice their liber-
ties? Dismissing all rhodomankade,
waving aside the mass of irrelevant
matter under which the attempt has
been made to snow under what I real-
ly said, dismissing Mr. Ward's foolish
and indecent questions as to whether
I am opposed to law eaforcement, as
to whether I wish to see a drink be-
sotted community, as to whether I ob-
ject to the creation of a social senti-
ment, as to whether I ought not to
put myself in lino with certain mem-
bers of my congregation on a matter
that does not at this moment enter
the range' of ttMS ?aVffyment--thia- ,t I
submit s the question. If there Is to
be any "further 'newspaper controversy
ori this' matter, will tha writers kind-
ly deal with what I say and not with
what I do hot say.
"I cannot, refrain from saying this
further word in reply to Mr. Ward. Mt
is possible thatrae person in the com-
munity to which I minister may be in
agreement with Mr. Ward and la oppo-
sition to myself. That there are two
such is Impossible, in my judgment
But if every man, woman mi child of
my own and the general community,
were opposed to me In opinion, I
. .
should sti'l exercise my . 1 Jrp- -
rogative of individual l t f 3'1't
ment. Nri only Athar -- , f;.t (
decent nun does in f s of need
stand up "contra mnnl " " l am no
politician of the ba"" ; 1 ! i
groundling. I enjoy, in f
under the personal direction of the
former." The first attraction be
exploited by the new firm will toe
Ruth Chattertoa in "Daddy Long
Legs." i ::'.- S'-
"Rita's .Romance," n musical play-b-
Leo Dietrichstein and Avery Hop?
wood, with music by Silvo Heln, Is to
transferred to the, east .from Los
Angeles, its original place of produc-
tion. A new musical star to appear
the cassia Selma Paley. .. '
Kitty Gordon and the 'Tretty Miss
Smith" company made a record jump
from Los Angeles to Boton to begin
the eastern engagement. After a tun
Bostor. the play will be pilt on In
New York Q continue until ihe dose
the season.
Tne record of Keith's theater In
Boston in having been open continu-
ously for 20 years, with the exception
a single period of several Weeks
during alterations, is probably without
parallel among American playhouses..
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, March 24. The vigorous
buying of the preceding session was
lacking today, and the market was
susceptible to pressure. Stocks which
recently have been vulnerable, such as
Lehigh, New Haven and Steel, again
reflected professional selling, the ef
fect 6f which was increased by real
izing sales. Rumely common at 9 and
preferred at 25, made new low
records. Central' Leather lost part of
Its recent gain? Prices in general
moved narrowly, and there were in-
dications of iinderlying strength de-
spite the earlier tone. ; Bonds were ir-
regular.
- The market closed easy. Active li-
quidation of corn products followed
publication of President Bedford's pes
simistic remarks as to the value of
the stock In the event of a decision
against the corporation's dissolution
suit. The common stock fell Zi and
the preferred 6. Harvester rose 2
points, but elsewhere prices shaded.
The last sales were as follows:
Amalgamated Copper . , 76
Sugar, bid .....101
Atchison ?8
Reading 1 ,....'il66
Southern Pacific 95
Union Pacific ,...JV.159
United States Steel ....... ,'. . . . 65
United States Steel, pfd.,.. J..110
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, March 24. Surprising de- -
jnand for feed southwest and west in
the face of a sharp advance carried
the corn market today upward agaid.
Opening prices, which varied from a
shade off to cent gain,' were
followed by a gradual rise all around-Th-
close was nervous at last night's
level to M down.
. ,
Wheat hardened with corn and be--
Grade
and Dresses
TH2 stojie; cf
E. Las Vegas.
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THEN THERE WILL BE NO NEED
OF L. AND 0. LEAGUE, SAYS
DR. LANDAU
Rev. Dr. Jacob H. Landau, whose
recent denunciation of the Law and
Order league caused considerable com
ment, favorable as well as otherwise,
today sent the following communica-
tion to The Optic:
To the Editor of The Optic,
"Sir:
"Two estimable gentlemen have hon
ored me with their criticisms on my
criticism of the Law and Order so
ciety. "With one, the Rev. Mr. Ander
son, I ' cannot deal. I am unwilling
that the discussion or a grave public
question shall assume the form of a
verbal squabble between two preach-
ers. And l am bound to add that Mr.
Anderson has transgressed the laws
that govern parliamentary debate by
references to the women of my con
gregation, undeserved, offensive and
extraneous to the matter under con
sideration. It pains me to say this,
because I value Mr. Anderson as a
friend and regard htm as a high
principled gentlemaft and most worthy
citizen.
"Mr. Ward has also referred to my
strictures on the Iaw anil Order so-
ciety. He also has said things that
are not. Justified, but he has said them
o( myself and not of the gracious and
estimable women to whom I esteem It
an honor and a privilege to minister.
For this reason, I answer Mr. "Ward,
plainly and directly, as is my wont,
nothing extenuating nor sotting down
aught to malice. ,,,,
"With nine-tenth- s of what Mr, "Ward
has written, Interesting though It Is,
I have no direct concern in this let
ter. I have only to reiterate the
charges I made and have already eS'
tablished that the calling into exist-
ence here of a Law and Order society
is a slur on the reputation of the city
and its citlzeus and a menace to the
liberties of the people at large.; Mr.
Ward is entirely mistaken in his sup
position that my remarks concerning
the society in question have received
the approval only of tne gathering to
which they were Immediately address
ed. They accord with the sentiment of
(he bulk of the people as evidenced by
the widespread approval voiced to me
on every side since they were pub
lished. It Is quite within the region
of possibilities as some might sngv
gest that these expressions of ap-
proval were spoken by persons whose
purpose it was merely to be polite and
gracious, but unlike David of old, I do
not either In haste or In' leisure de
clare! that 'all men are liars." h
"No serious attempt has been made
to refute the charge that the estab
lishment of a Law and Order society
in Las Vegas is an undeserved slur
upon our good name and reputation.
Without wading through newspaper
files to ferret out the statements on
which Justification for this society Is
sought to be based, the barest com
mon .sense shows to the boy in thfe
street that Its mere establishment la
a reflection on the community. Mr.
Ward Is largely responsible for the
society. Its purpose is the better en
forcement of law. Mr. Ward is the
officer- appointed to enforce the law.
Inasmuch ji s lie does not charge him
self with laxity in his work it follows
that conditions here are such as to
make impossible the enforcement of
law by the duly constituted authori
ties.- Tills is a lllv on the city and
a serious matter f si? i!r. Ward him-
self. We, the preponderating mass
of citizens, hold that we constitute a
law abiding element and that, as the
Judge's dockets' easily prove, the
mesa ure of local crime is small. At
any rate, It is absolutely preposter-
ous to suggest that our officers are
unable to deal with our crime because
rot it3;folume""! J t - y
''The plain suty for Mr. Ward is
to tender his resignation to the people.
He stands as tunable to
cope with hiS vVkf'J Against hint is
the public at lar.; which asserts, that
he ought to be able to do the work
he was commissioned to do. On the
day when I realize my inability, for
whatever cause, to fulfill adequately
my ministerial duties, r will refuse to
receive payment for services I am un-
able to render. If Mr. Ward cannot
cope with the crime of Las Vegas he
should not consent to accept the coun-
ty's' mcmey, but should quit his Job in
favor of another man who can do the
work the community.'as a unit, knows
can be done. But' Mr.- - Word has been
unjust to Mr. Ward himself and were
such a thing possible under process
of law, 'the district attorney has a
case against Mr. Ward for nnproven
and unprovable bargee of Incapacity.
"Mr. Ward 1s a roost efficient of-
ficer and bis own labors constitute
I New V
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AT TAUPERT'S
cause of reports of high winds in Kan-
sas. Prices started "unchanged to
cent higher and spwly continued to
mount The close was easy at the
same as last night to lower.
Trading In oats was mostly between
pit speculators. Prices followed the
lead of corn.
The provisions market held steady
with narrow limits.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, May 93; July 89.
Corn, May 69; July 69.
Oats, May 40; July 40.t
Pork, May $21.50 July $21.57.
Lard, May 510.77; July $10.97.
Ribs, May $11.45; July $11.52,
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, March 24. Hogs, re-
ceipts 10,000. Market 5 cents higher.
Bulk $8.558.75; heavy $g.758.80;
packers and butchers $8.608.75;
lights $8.508.75; pigs $7.508.
Cattle, receipts 6,500. Market steady
to 10 cents higher. Prime fed steers '
$8.609.25; dressed beef steers $7.50
8.50; western steers $7.258.60;
southern steers $6.508; cows $4.35
7.50; heifers $6.758.75; stackers
fini feeders $6'758; bulls $67.50;
calves $6. 50 9. 50.
: Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market strong
to 10 cents higher. Lambs $6.907.25;
yearlings $6. 257; wethers $5.50
6.25; ewes $5.256.
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on the improbability of their
in the British army engaging
them in conflict The Ulster unionists
are likewise trusting to the racial sym
pathy of the Scotch soldiery to pre
vent bloodshed in this revolt against
a scheme of home rule that was not
what any of the people of Ireland
wanted and which was manifestly cer
tain to arouse the spirit of the people
of the northern province.
England's handling of the Irish pro
blem has never been characterized by
either Justice or diplomacy. England
has ever taken advantage of the un
happy" religious complications of Ire
land to set her people "against each
other, In which Situation, of course,
they were less threatening to England
herself. The latest eoheme of "home
ruin" has fomented an the ancient
spirit of antagonism among the Irish,
a most lamentable circumstartSe1 view-
ed from any standpoint It Is1 one of
their greatest misfortunes that the
Irish people cannot reconcile their reli-
gious and political interests, or, better
still, separate them, Bo that civil gov
ernment and a modicum of political
inHononrtenra mftv be gained and
held.
o
PUBLIC LAUNDRIES
"Cleanliness is next to godliness,'
and it Is also a prerequisite for health
IE a community recognizes a respon
sibility for maintaining health, it must
recognize the obligation which lies on
it, to make provision for public decen
cy. This Is the keynote of an article
printed in the series of "American
City Pamphlets" by Donald B. Arm
strong, superintendent of the ' bureau
of pubiio health and hygiene of the
New York Society for Improving the
Condition of the Poor, Armstrong says
that many communities supply means
for the cleansing of human bodies, but
it Is Just as essential to health and
decency that public facilities for clean
laundry should be provided when pri
vate ones are lacking.
" Otherwise the
tone of decency of the community Is
lowered. Expenditures usually under
stood as being for the benefit of the
public health really mean as much for
the promotion of public decency.
Among the tenement dwellers of large
American cities the facilities for wash-
ing clothes are decidedly meager, and
the establishment' of public laundries
or wash-house- s fashioned after the
plan of those long In use in foreign
cities Is a present demand. There are
about 15 of these institutions in Am-
erica, five of which are In Baltimore.
Other cities which have found a real
demand for them are Philadelphia,
Buffalo and Elmlra. Recently the
committee of the bureau of which
Armstrong is superintendent fde an
investigation of the necessity, for
wash-house- s in New York, and the
cost of the!? equipment, operation,
etc. The Investigation covered a pop
ulation of about 400,000 in the poorer
sections of New 'York, and it was
found that from 30 to 45 per cent of
the families were without any wash
ing facilities in the "Some, while no
hot water except that heated in the
apartment Is provided in from 70 to
f'5 per cent of the housea. Inquiry
among 10,000 bathers at one of the
municipal baths showed that the
women Were, enthusiastically in favor'
of the establishment of public wash
houses, and many of the men promis
ed to make use of such facilities. In
Baltimore and Philadelphia special
days are set aside for men, and there
are many men who could use the fa-
cilities to advantage., Armstrong says
thai the ertwmtionaO&iue of the mea-
sure Is iu,; prtarid'The public wash-hous- e
finds Its chief Justification in
the fact V 'it It gives to the people
an opportunity to appreciate the value
to health and decency of being physic-
ally clean. Physical cleanliness, says
The Journal of the1 American Medical
Association, enhances moral and spir
itual tone, and leads to a demand for
better lo. ;ng and better household
equipment, which in turn make for
better he; t'j and for decency,
" o
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Suits, Coats and Gowns
for E v e r y Womantad
Among the hundreds of styles here, both
simple and elaborate, it is an easy matter for
every wornWld find just the suit and gown for
her particular heeds. Every model carefully plan-
ned as the highest possible value at its own price.
Tdlbrcd Sisii, from the plainest tailored
. to most luxurious ' v
.
.;:::-'S1- 5.pO to $12.50
;" Frssksyandir Cosfahss, ; ranging from
simple correctness to superb imparted creations
evening and operaV-.i';- ? cvr
' '
".
"
VS0.50 to' S50.00
7E SPECIALIZE OUR READY-TO-WEA- R DHPART-..- .
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TO LEASE COAL LANDS
PERSONALS JOHN VV. HARRIS, Pres GEO. II. Dl'NXEB, Vice Pres SIG NAII!, Vice fits
IN ALASKAN CUS CECILIO ROSEN WALD, Secretary
And the Baslr 6f Her Health and
BILL TO THAT EFFECT IS INTRO-
DUCED IN HOUSE OF REP-
RESENTATIVES
Washington, March 24. Opening of
Alaska coal lands under a leasing
plan was proposed in a bill agreed on
today by the senate public lands com-
mittee and which will be favorably
Liberal to its customers yet conservative in its management tlie
PEOPLES BANK-a'-TEU7S- 'CO.f,r"'"
: EAST LAST VEGAS, N. M. '..
Invites your account either Commercial or Savings. VVe'pay 4 per cent' on Saviss
,
, counb, pa Checking Accounts 2 per cent
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G. W. Arnold of Denver, was a com-
mercial visitor hero today.
G. A. Campfield of Albuquerque Is
a business visitor la the. city today.
t, H. P. Watson of kl Paso is a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
E..-I- . Vaught of Albuquerque came
in last night for a brief business visit.
Mrs. E; W. Neal of Shoemaker
came In this afternoon for a short
business visit
; Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Jones of Albu-
querque are In Lasi Vegas for a short
visit with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Glnna of Denver
came in this afternoon for an extend-
ed visit with friends.
G. H. Griggs of Montgomery, Ala.,
arrived In La's Vegas this afternoon
for a several days' stay.
A. J. H. Lucas of Chicago arrived
in Las Vegas last night for a ehoit
business visit In this city.
John Webb, an employe In the local
Santa Fe offices, left this afternoon
for Trinidad on a short business visit
George H. Klnkel, president of the
board of directors of the Y. M. C A.,
returned today from a short visit
in Albuquerque.
Attorney W. G. Haydon returned
into the market, is certainly In excess
ot two thousand pounds,,;
A report on thla, famous stamp by
a celebrated expert states that "the
volgast s!io;;s
GEIIiIM!!!
MANY FANS THINK HE WILL Wif
HI3 BOUT WITH YOUNG j
DURAN, APRIL 3 , f
A large crowd of fans attended th
training quarters of Young Ad Woigafij
last night, and from the opinions e3
pressed following his workout Wolga
already has won the confidence of
number of the fistic fans of the cit
Wolgast shows ability in m;
wavs. Ha has a mmch In both arn
that Is sure to have aa effect when (
lands, while hia speed ia exceptional
In his training Wolgast uses tacit:
that will put him in the best of co
dltlon, which demonstrates his fall;
fulness in his work.
Young Duran, the favorite of tt,
West side fans, is working hard ft
his bout with Wolgast April 3. Th
match undoutedly will be tlie blgges
affair Duran has ever mixed In, at:
a victory over Young Wolgast wl
mean considerable to the husky Lrt
Vegan.
The advance ticket sale for the boi
will begin the latter part of this wef
and other "jireliminary arrangemen
will be completed. Promoter O'Malb
is of the opinion that this bout wij
be one of the largest attended th j
has been held here for some time.
EMMY CUTLER
BOTHER IS IL
MAN WHO TRAINED WITH J0H5
SON CARES FOR RELATIVES j,
IN CHICAGO ' j
Chicago, March 24. Charles Cutlfi;
the wrestler, is seriotalv ill he:'
with typhoid-pneumoni- 1113 broth e'
Marty Cutler, said today that he b.-n-
Important matches pending jus
now.
Ben Greet will begin his opea-av- ,
season in Savannah ia a few week
X
ing with a hammer, Mrs. Emma Kraft
of Cincinnati in a hotel here Novem
ber 14, 1912. Koetters' mother, fath-
er and two sisters came from Cincin-
nati to be with him. during the trial
and surprised him by their presence
' -
.in court -
Stephen Malato, assistant state's
prosecuting attorney, who procured
the conviction of William Cheney El
lis, will proseoute' Koetters. In his
opening address Malata declared that
the state would prove that Koetters,
under promise of marriage, lured Mrs.
.Kraft, who was advanced in years,, to
this city, borrowed large sums from
her and finally crushed her head with
a hammer to be rid of her.
CURRENT MAGAZINES
t ,,,,,
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The Rarest Stamp in the;i World
.,''"' Value $10,000 7 '"
Pride of place among the many val-
uable and unique specimens belongs
to a singularly unpretentious and sor
stamp issued in the colony
of 'British Guiana in 1856, for provi
sional use pending the arrival of a
fresh consignment of the regular post
age stamps from England, writes D. B.
Armstrong in the April Strand. It Is
of the denomination one cent, the de
sign being rudely set up from ordln
ary printer's type at the office of the
Official Gazette, with the central de-
vice of a sailing ship taken from the
heading to the shipping announce
ments in the paper.
The single known copy of thla rar
ity was 'discovered by a young collec
tor in the colony among some old
family papers stored away in an attic.
Knowing nothing of its scarcity and
not being favorably impressed by Its
appearance, he sold it to another col
lector for a trifling sum, the purchas-
er also being Ignorant of his great
bargain. Ultimately it founds It way
to Europe, and now reposes In the
collection of M.. Philippe de la Reno- -
tiere, of Paris, the distinguished own-
er of the" world's greatest stamp col-
lection, "wbo purchased It many years
ago for sen amount that has never been
disclosed, but it is believed to have
been si that period a record one. Its
Intrinsic value today, in the very un-
likely contingency of Its ever coming
s J i-- 'x v T -
a "
,
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copy Is a poor pne, dark magenta in
color, and somewhat rubbed. It Is
initialed, 'E, D. W.' and dated April
1st, the year not being distinct enough
to be read. Nevertheless, it ia. the
rarest stamp In the world.",
PLAY8 AND PLAYERS
" .
Walker Whiteside will play "Mc,
Wu" in New York next month. i$
One of the new; piay8 ia. prospect
for next season lsj 'The Call of the
Cumberlands," a story;, of a Kentucky
feud.
Walter Jones and Jeffreys Lewis
are among the well known, players ap
pearing in the new farce comedy,
"The Third.. Party." ,
Maurice,; Parkoa, a noted French
comedian, and singer of chansonettes,
has been engaged for a tour of the
large cities of the United States and
Canada next season.
Nat Goodwin, Lew Fields and Max
Rogers are to appear in the all-eta- r
cast of "The High Cost of Loving,"
which A H. Woods is arranging to
produce next August.
In Winona, Minn., the other night
Rose Stahl celebrated her one thou-
sandth performance as the star in
the Charles Klein play, "Maggie Pep-
per."
'
"Seven Keys to Baldpate" is ful-
filling the early predictions that it
would be one of the most successful
plays of the year. Three companies
are now presenting It on the road.
The Shuberts are planning to revive
"The Girl from Kay's," with Sam Bar
nard in his original role and Gaby
Deslys in the title role. Several other
players of prominence have been en-
gaged for thei cast.
The new Ziegfeld "Follies" is to
have Its tryout in Atlantic City the
last week la April and will begin Its
New York run on May 1.
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Leach Cross vs. "Kid" Alberts, 10
roundB, at New York.
Clarence Ferns vs. Eddie Johnson,
20 rounds, at Pueblo.
Mike Gibbons vs. Bus Christie, 10
rounds, at Hudson, Wis,
' m
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Vigor Lies In the Careful Regula-- .
tiorv of the Bowels
If' woman's beauty depended upon
cosmetics, every woman would be a
picture of loveliness But beauty lies
dseper thatf "that. It lies In health.
In the majority of cases the basis of
health, and the 'cause of sickness, can
be traced to the action of the bowels.
, The headaches, the lassitude, the
sallow skin and 'the lusterless eyes
are usually due io, constipation. So
many things that women do habitual
ly conduce to this trouble. They do
not eat carefully, they eat indigestible
foods because the foods are served
daintily, and they do not exercise
enough But whatever the particular
cause may bo it is Important that the
condition should be corrected.
An ideal remedy for women, and one
especially suited to their delicate
is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin, which thousands of women en-
dorse highly, among them Mrs. C. S.
Vance, of 611 S. Ray St., New Castle,
Pa. At ttme.3 she had spells of indi-
gestion so severe than she thought
she dould die Syrup Pepsin regulat-- '
ed her stomach and bowels, and she
her excellent health today
Ittributes )i!ti,7
famlly,can use Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin, ;for thousands of moth-
ers give it to babies and children. It
also, admirably suited to the re-
quirements, of, elderly people, In fact
toiall who by reason of age or in-
firmity cannot stand harsh, salts, ca- -
GOMEZ PALACIO IS
TAKEN BY REBELS
GENERAL BENAVIDEZ, WITH A
LARGE FORCE, MOVES TO-
WARD TORREON
Juarez, Mex., March 24.- - Gomez Pa-
lacio was in the hands of the rebels
this morning, according to Information
given out at the office of General
Chao here, and General Benavidez at
the head of the Zaragosa brigade was
moving against Torreon. No state-
ment of casualties in the desperate
3treet fighting in Gomez Palacio last
night was available. Confirmation .of
the rebel victory in the latter city
was received when a telegrahv from
General Villa was picke up here. It
ordered that certain supplies be sent
directly to Gomez Palacio. 1
Benavides ,1s said to be advancing
from' the. east; after cutting the rail-
road to Saltillo. Strategists here
think that he will be the first to en-
ter the federal ' stronghold. They be-
lieve that the bulk of the federal force
was engaged at,, Gomez Palacio and
that although the latter retired they
will not have the time nor the spirit
to unite against Benavides, who is
advancing from a different direction.
In the fighting at Gomez Palacio
last night the rebels succeeded in cap-
turing much of the federal artillery
tra Cerro de la Pilar, the mountain
near Gomez. They also captured the
field furniture and bedding of the fed-
eral commander-in-chief- , General Ve-lasc-
who was in personal command
of the defense of Gomez Palacio.
Battle at Guerrero
Laredo, Tex., March 24. Details
about the border battle at Guerrero,
Mexico, yesterday, in which constitu-
tionalists claimed a victory, still were
lacking today because of remoteness
of tha point
Federals at Nuevo Laredo had,
however, said constitutionalists gain-
ed no material advantage. All avail-
able federal troops left Nuevo Laredo
last night and it was given out of-
ficially they had gone to reinforce
HANDS. TO-D- O
NEW and FASCINATING
CROSS STITCti, FRENCH
All This Vcci
Pillow
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reported by Chairman Myers. ; f
Under the bill 6,120 acres in the
Bering river district and 7,680 acres
in the Matamuka field will be reserv
ed to be mined by the. government
when in the opinion of the president
"the mining of such coal becomes
necessary by reason of an insuffici-
ent siupply of epal a a reasonable
price, for the navy and government
work," and for relief from oppressive
conditions. - '
The bill proposes that the unre-
served land be silrveyed into
tracts or multiples thereof, the maxi-
mum being fixed at 560 acres for any
tract. They are to be leased to com-
petitive bidders, not more than one
tract being included in arty leasel
0 Railroads would be prohibited from
acquiring a greater coal supply than
needed for their own uses.
Provision also is made tor the re-
linquishments of pending claims un-
der the public land law. Claimants
will receive a fund of money and a
prior right of selection under the leas-
ing law. '
The total average of contiguous land
wjilchj ofle person or eprppratipn
might . hold, In the discretion "of the
secretary l the interior, would be
fixed at 2,560 acres, and consolidations
of small contiguous holdings would be
permitted If the total area Involved
were within that figure.'
The bill seeks to prevent interlock-
ing Interests in leases by forbidding
any person or Interest to take or hold
any interest as a stockholder or other-
wise in more than one lease, and pro-
viding any interest heltl in violation
of that proviso shall be forfeited to
the United States. Any person who
buys or holds any interest in two
or more such leases or ny person
who knowingly sells or transfers to
a person disqualified to hold a lease,
will be guilty of a felony with penalty
of imprisonment for not more than
three years and by a fine not exceed-
ing $1,000..
KOETTERS TRIAL IS
BEGUN I'l CHICAGO
MAN IS ACCUSED OF CRUSHING
WOMAN'S HEAD WITH A
HEAVY HAMMER
Chicago, March 24. The state today
began Its case against John B. (Hand-
some Jack) Koetters, accused of kill--
v
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' No 'more
cuits you.
ff 9 J. n4?'iM
bodicdyci
MRS. C. 8. VANCE
thartics, pills or purgatives. These
should always be avoided, for at best
their effect is only for that day, while
a genuine remedy like Syrup Pepsin
acts mildly but permanently.
It can be conveniently' obtained av
any drug store at BO cents or one dol-
lar a bottle. Results are always guar-
anteed or money will be refunded. You
will find it gentle in action, pleasant
In taste, aud free from griping, and Its
tonio properties have a distinct value
to women. It is the most widely used
laxative-toni- c in America today and
thousands of families are pow never
" '' '"'-- - -- . -Without it. ;;.-- '
.Pit - ,
Families wishing to try a free sam-
pie bottle can obtain It postpaid by
addressing Dr. WB. Caldwell, 419
Washington St., Montfcello, 111. A pos
tal card with your name and address
oi it. will do. "
'
l X!'J
General Guardiola, federal command-
er at Guerrero.
American Consul Garrett' today
took steps to secure the release of
Arturo Valle, an American resident
of this city, arrested In Nuevo Laredo
yesterday by federals, while there try-
ing to trace his stolen horses. He
had driven across the river, stopped
at a canteen a,nd when he emerged
the horse was gone. He said he trac-
ed it to a point near the federal for-
tifications, when he was arrested.
Arms Reach Captltal'
Mexico City, March 24. ,The first
installment of arms and ammunition
sent, by the United States war depart-
ment to the American embassy for
the protection of American citizens
in the event of disturbances in the
federal capital was delivered today.
The consignment, which includes
250 rifles and two machine guns, had
been held at the customs house under
orders issued by Provisional President
Huerta for 14 days. Nelson O'Shaug-nessy-,
the American charge d'affaires,
anticipates no further trouble In getr
ting the remainder of thejlfles and
I the machine guns.
DO
Idol 8mashed. .,
Swinburne's admiration for the
scenery inspired the walk which every
morning, rain or shine, he took across
Putney commons, London. It led also
to visitors to see the poet walk. One
modest admirer traveled far to catch
a glimpse of Swinburne in the flesh,
and, having read of the poet's habits,
visited the hostelry at which he called
each morning In passing. There sat
the literary demigod reading th"Pink
Vn." It was a shock to the pilgrim,
who played the part of merely an or-
dinary customer. But worse followed.
Said the pilgrim to the girl behind the
bar: "I suppose you know that is
Swinburne, the great poet" Came the
answer: "Yes, I've heard so. But
he isn't much good to us he only
drinks beer."
Pace That Kills.
'1 was readin' the other day," be-
gan the genial farmer, as he seated
himself comfortably in the office .of
the Basswood Corners Hustler, "an
article on metropolitan journalism.
The writer says that there is such an
intense strain on everybody connected
with it that they all get old before
they're forty. There's so much hurry,
activity and hard work, you know,
And I suppose that is a characteristic
of running a newspaper anywhere."
"You're right, Mr. Reubenjay," re-
plied the successful editor. "We are
compelled . to do prodigious tasks In
the briefest possible time. Now, only
yesterday I had to change two doubl
column ads., write one obituary and
two wedding notices and ary two
cords of stovewood upstairs." Puck,
Foley Cathartic tahlets are entirely
effective, thoroughly cleansing and al-
ways pleasant In action. They contain
blue flag, are a remedy for constipa-
tion and sluggish liver, and a tonic to
the bowels, which are Improved by
their use. Try them. They do not
fi;l to give relief and satisfaction. O
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hy Central Isnsr; r. Adv.
last night from Albuquerque where
he has been on legal business for thj
past two days. ,
J. A. Conley, master mechanic for
this division of the Santa Fe railway,
ame in last night from Eaton for; a
ahort business visit is
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Butts of Den-
ver, Colo., arrived in Las Vegas last
night and will be visitors here for the
next several days.
A. O. Jahren and M. A. Van Houten
came In this afternoon from Shoe-
maker and will be business visitors
here for the next few days.
Rafael Romero, assistant to Secre-
tary of State Antonio Lucero, came in
last night from Santa Fe and left this
morning for Mora on business.
R. H. Valentine and A. J. Simon of
New York city came in yesterday
evening from the east and will remain
In this city for some time as visitors.
Mrs. J. P. Geyer returned to her
borne in Springer this afternoon after
having been a visitor with relatives
nd friends here for the past few
days. 'tWI
A. A. Gallegos, av member of the
board of county commissioners of this
county,, came in last night, from his
borne at Viljanueva for a short busi-
ness visit.
Mrs. W. J. Fugate, president of the
Federation of Women's Clubs of New
Mexico, has gone to St. Loujs, where
she was called on account of the seri-
ous Illness of a relative.
City Engineer George A. Morrison,
accompanied by W. W. Smith, R. G.
Head and H. E. Cooper, left this aft-
ernoon for Watrous, where he will be
on business for a short time.
W. W. Wilson, representative of
the National Biscuit company, came
irf last night from Denver to distrib-
ute his biscuits and other sweets
among the local merchants.
J. S, Duncan, Sr., a well known res-
ident of this city and one of the best
known men In the state, came in last
night from San Josei Cal., for an ex-
tended stay. Mr. Duncan has been
residing In California for some time
lor the benefit of hl health.
iMr. and Mrs. James H. Lowe, for-
merly residents of this city and well
known here, came in last night from
their home In Albuquerque for a few
days' visit with friends here. Mr.
Lowe is a locomotive engineer on the
Santa Fe railway, running between
this city and Albuquerque.
Farmers and others who live at a
distance from a drug store should keep
in the house a bottle of BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT. It may be needed
at any time for cuts; wounds, sores,
sprains and rheumatism. It Is a pow-
erful healing and penetrating remedy.
Price 25c, 50o and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
toy Central Durg Co. Adv.
m FOR IDLE
"bur Art Department shows all 'the
NEEDLEWORK. New designs, in
KNOTS and LAZY DAISY.
Special Sale
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
CHU BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
COMMISSION DILL-HANDL-
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD N
102 Meets every Monday olgftt 0
O. K. C hall,, on Douglas area sf
8 o'clock, Visiting members are
dialy welcome. J. C. Werta, Frejt ,
dent; J. T. Bunler, Secretary; G. &
Bally. Treasurer.
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
A- - A. M. Regular coin--
munication first and
f third Thursday in
it-- sf each month. Vlsitinavf brothers cordially invlted. Uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van
Petten, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg
ular conclave rsZfi Tuet-da- y
In each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
corder.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular n
first Monday in
f1'lk" H. baiIi m tit ir f.
fgrl A. Brinegar, H, P.; F. O.
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
4. Meets every Monday erenins nt
their hall on Sixth street All viRitin?
brethren cordially Invited to attend.
tnedenstlne, N. G A, T. Roeera.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
wertz, Treasurer: C. V. Hedecnck
Cemetery Trustee.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Got. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY. COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- .
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan-
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
"L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second anr
fourth Thursday evening eael
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
J. E. ROSENWALO LODGE NO. 641
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues-
day of the month In the vestry room
uf Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock p
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
vlted. Isaac Appel President; Charle
Greenclay, Secretary.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen o the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays oJ
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; ' Z. W
Montague, Local Deputy. Visltln?
members are especially welcooe ana
cordially Invited.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
curth Thursday to o. R, C. hall.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
RETAIL
F. O. E. Meets first and third "Te,
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial-
ly invited to attend. C. N. Dougia ,
W. P.; Nicholas. Cordova, Secretary
LOCAL TIME MED
East Bound
Arrive Depart .
No. Z.,.. 7:20 p. m..... 7:45 p. n
No. 4. ...11:54 p. m. ....11:59 p. n
No. 8.'... 2:25 a. m 2:30 a. a
No. 10.... 1:35 p. m..... 2:00 p.
West Bound .
Arrive Depart
No. 1.... 1:10 p. m l:3s p. a
No. 8.... 6:35 a. m..... 6:40 a. m
No. 7.... 4:20 p. m 4:30 p. '
No. .... 6:35 p. m 7:00 p. B
For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
'I -i-fyou use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
It 'r giving you
a present for do
ing something
5 you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much
BefferEMPRESS
FLOUR reclb is.
Made by GER-
MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
V- -
SPOON IT'S
V NUINt. WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD
S ILVER
I FRENCH
REY(STER- -i
LING) FINISH
can be ot- -
tained in this city from
ALL GROCERS
PRICES
..-.2- per 1CI Sbe.
,M.25o per 111 tka.
S0c per 1M Ike- -
4Sc per lit lb
E3o per 1St le
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?,0U3 BLIND HYMN WRITER
REACHES THE AGE OF
;i NINETY-FIV- E
Bridgeport, Conn., March 24.
mny CreahJ', the. famous blind hymn
jilor, entered xipon her nlnety.fifth
mr today, having beeu bora March
I, 1820. Mies Crosby makes her
rme with a. niece ln th!B city. This
ternoon a reception was given in
er honor by ,the members of the
anny Crosby Circle of King's Daugh-sr- a.
From al parts of the country
undreds of felicitous messages ar-ive-d
during" the day congratulating
ie famous hymn write on her birth-a- y.
' "
..
.
; Miss Crosby, whoso full name is
ranees Ja;ie Crosby Van Alstyne, has
eon by far the most prolific and
leritorlus writer of hymns of the
resent ago, having written more than
,000, of which many have won uni-rs-
popularity.
j She has been totally blind since her
nfancy. At the age of 15 she was
cut to the Institute for the Blind in
(Jew York city to be educated. She
nade euch rapid progress in all
ranches that a few years later she
v as appointed a teacher in the insti-
ll t ion. Ehe remained there about ten
ears.
Even during the 'earlier student days
!s Crosby had hQwn considerable
.billty 63 a writer of verse and later
everal volumes of her poems were
mblished. One of her poems which
irst attracted public attention was
vrltten by her in welcome to Henry
Tlay on the occasion of a visit of the
elebrated' statesman to New York.
i Miss Crosby's first songs were of
secular nature and it was not until
he had reached the age of 45 that
,he wrote her first hymn. Born with
;reat poetical gifts and filled with
,1'dent religious fervor, ehe put her
vhole soul into her hymns and it is
ot surprising that her simplicity,
ender sentiment and melodious
joauty have won, world-wid- e popu-
larity.
j The most popular anion? the thou-- v
uJs of Jriss Crosby's hymns tmdoubt--
!y ar "Safe In the Arms of Jesus,"
'Jesus, Kepp Me Near the Cross" and
Jesus the Water cf Life Will Give."
' wo of her secular songs which were
lastly popular In their day were
Hazel Dell" and 'There's Music in
bn Air."
Many stories have been told t il-
lustrate the facility with which Miss
"rosby did her work of composition.
Once, while a pupil at the Institute
For the Blind she was required to
write some lines of blank verse. She
neglected the task until her teacher
reminded Iier and told her she would
aot get her dinner until she had writ-Se- n
the verses. In less than an hour
Mlsa Crosby had commenced and
completed the poem
"Safe in the Arms of Jesus," which
la probably the most popular of her
poems, was composed by her while
W. H. Doane, who had written the
music for many of Jier hymns, t was
waiting to take a train. He was eit-fin- g
at the piano, softly playing the
music for which he wished her to find
words and in 20 minutes the famous
tiymn was completed.
At 94 years of age Miss Crosby is
in the enjoyment of remarkable vigor
mentally, though there has been a
noticeable increase in, her physical in-
firmities of late. Nevertheless, her
condition the, past year has been such
tJo Leather Do Women Fwr The Crest
it of AH Human Blessings.
It Is a lor and comfort to kooi that4! much-talke- d of pains and other dls.tresses that are said to precedo child-bea- r
ing may easily be avoided. No woman sed
f--a- the (lightest discomfort If she will
Xortify herseif with the and
remedy, "Mother's Friend."
T! la a must (rratefut, penetrating, ex-
I . r. ! application that at once softens and
timkm pUaiit tt abdominal muscles and
f jiriiiTifg. iiu-- t naturally expand without
t,ie slijjiit'-i- f. Eirnm, and thus not only
3 Bil t- -i II y ta nervoiM, twStihlrg
t , lit I fro Is an en'fre fiiu1m from
r t, rlr , h sn!if and (tread
taeir impress opon the
i j t if prc ol un--
i hi f h , a' J t o tntjh
- t rj I i (1 i m t c r or ' ' s
.1 '
. i s o i t t , Bui fr
i , n t c
!i- - - 1 . f r
' i , b' t i' i r ,
i i i i i
i I 1 I I I ( 1 , ' r ma'. ' .;
r . t t
r C ,, 1 ' I r X
,
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EEIOUS SICKNESS
1 Eetsj Coolant! Supplied Yili
Tltdlford't Elaek-Drang- lit
McDuff, Va. "I suffered for several
rears," says Mrs. J. B. Whittaker, ol
his place, "with sick headache, and
itomach trouble.
Ten years ago a friend told me to try
rtiedford's Black-Draug- which I did,
tnd 1 found it to be the best family medi-a- ne
for young and old.
I keep Black-Draug- ht on hand all the
ime now, and when my children feel a
ittle bad, they ask me for a dose, and it
Joes them more good than any medicine
Uiey ever tried.
We never have a long spell of sick-le- ss
in our family, since we commenced
ising Black-Draugh- t."
' Thedford's Black-Draug- ht is purely
regetable, and has been touna to regu-at- e
weak stomachs, aid digestion, ve
indigestion, colic, wind, nausea,
leadache, sick stomach, and similar
ymptoms.
It has been in constant use for more
nan 70 years, and has benefited more
nan a million people. .
Your druggist sells and recommends
Hack-Draug- ht. Price only 25c. Get a
Qckage y. n. r m
as to permit her to appear as a public
speaker at several places in New
York state and New England.
MAKES OLD PEOPLE
STRONG AND WELL
We want to get the news to all old
people about Rexall Olive Oil Emul-
sion, a remarkable new
which we firmly believe is the best
remedy ever made ; overcome the
weakening, debilitating effects of in-
creasing old age. It helps to rebuild
wasted tissues, strengthen the nerves,
and give new energy and a lively
feeling to the body. It contains no
alcohol or dangerous drug. It may
not make you feel better for a few
days, but if you do not feel much bet-
ter and stronger before you have
taken a quarter as much as you have
of other medicines that have not help-
ed you, we will gladly give back your
money.
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion contains
pure Olive Oil and the Hypophos-phile- s
which, though, they have long
been endorsed by successful physi-
cians, are here for the first time
combined. The result is a real body,
nerve and blood-buildin- g e
that we believe is superior to
anything else in overcoming debility,
weakness and liability to disease, and
to tone and strengthen the nerves 'and
enrich the blood. You who are weak
and run down you who are often
troubled by various cold weather ail-
ments, use Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion
to get and keep well and strong. It
Is a sensible, pleasant-tastin- g aid to
renewed strength, better spirits, glow-
ing health, If it doesn't help you,
come and tell us and we will give
back your money without a word.
That is how; much faith we have in it.
Sold only at the 7,000 Rexall Stores,
and in this town only by us. f 1.00.
E. G. Murphey, corner Sixth and Doug-
las streets, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Adv. .
IN SESSION AT FORT WORTH
Fort Woth, Tex., March 24. Hun-
dreds of Sunday school workers of all
denominations are attending the for-
tieth annual convention of the Texas
Sunday School association, which met
in this city today for a three days'
session. A number of representatives
of the Interhational association and
other Sunday school workers of wide
prominence are on the program.
HEADACHY, COSTIVE,
IlllSr"CAuCiET$"
LIVER AND BOWELS. ARE CLOG
GEDCLEAN THEM TONIGHTI
FEEL BULLY
Get a box.
Sick headache, biliousness, dizziness,
coated tongue, foul taste and foul
breathalways trace them to torpid
liver; dolayed, fermenting food in the
bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
Poisonous matter clogged in the in
testines, instead of 'being cast out
of the system is Into the
blood. When this poison reaches the
delicate brain tissue it causes con-
gest Ion and that dull, throbbing, slck- -
onhif headache.
Casearets Immediately cleanse lue
stomach, remove the sour, undigested
food and foul gases, take the excess
!.':.) f .ni the liver and carry out all
tha constipated waste manner and
!
' i i i r e lo kp1s.
A ( ' x (t ton M will surely
cls ljojctty morning. Th yr ') jn t' 10 cent hoi
' r C ' t i na your head
' t s t ) td your liver
! i Mar i ir f r months. adv,
CES
OF HARNESS
EVENTS IN COLORADO IS
ANNOUNCED
The announcement of a mlxe4
harness and racing meeting to he held
from Saturday, June, 13 to Saturday
July 4 at Overland Park, Denver,
Colo., has created great interest
throughout the racing world. So
many inquiries concerning the b
lishment of racing at the famous Colo
rado course have heen made that the
following facts are presented:
Racing in Colorado is now conducted
under the control and supervision of
the Colorado state racing commission
appointed late in 1913 by Governor
Elias M. Ammons. This commission
comprises five members, two of
whom are from Denver county and
the others from other counties in the
state. J. A. Burnett, a prominent Den
ver business man and former presi
dent Of the Gentlemen's Driving and
Riding club, is chairman of the com
mission. Dr. M. J. Dunleavy, a leading
veterinary is the other Denver mem
ber. J. L. Beaman of the Pueblo,
Colo., state fair, is secretary. The
other members are Dr. O. L. Silver
of Lamar and Dr. A. P. Drew of Grand
Junction.
Meeting in January this commission
organized and Immediately got to worlt
on a set of rulee which closely follow
in practically all details the code of
the Kentucky state commission. This
commission has granted to W. A.
Read, a prominent business man of
Vancouver, B. C-- , a license to conduct
a y meeting in the spring. It is
probable that another y meeting
will be held in the fall. Mr. Road
has a five year lease with option of
purchase on the Overland park prop
erty.
Improvements which are expected to
approximate $10,000 are already un-
der way at the track.
Purses aggregating over $16,000 In
early closing stake events alone have
been hung up. Furthermore the
prompt payment of all purses has
been guaranteed by the execution of
a surety bond.
Robert F. Leighton, for the past 18
years prominently connected with suc
cessful racing meetings in California
and the northwest in various capaci
ties, has been appointed racing secre-
tary and is already on the job at
Room 136 Albany Hotel, Denver, Colo.
It is possible that the Denver Fair
and Racing association will also con-
duct short mixed meetings at Pueblo,
Colo., and Chyenne, Wyo., shortly
before or just after the Denver meet-
ing.
Ed Tribe, for many years associated
with Starter Dade, and himself well
known for his high grade work at the
barrier will be the starter in the run
ning races. One of the best known
racing judges in the country will be
secured to preside.
Chronic Stomach Troubln Cured
There is nothing more discouraging
than a chronic disorder of the stom-
ach. Is it not surprising that many
suffer for years with such an ailment
when a permanent cure is within their
reach and may he had for a trifle?
"About one year ago," says P. H.
Beck, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought a
package of Chamberlain's Tablets, and
since using them I have felt perfectly
well. I had previously used any num-
ber of different medicines, hut none
or them were of any lasting benefit"
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
A LONG SENTENCE
Santa Fe, March 24. Carrying a
deadly weapon and using It while he
was drunk, landed Francisco Garcia
in the penitentiary today for a term
of three to five years.
Garcia was brought before Judge
Abbott in the district court at 2
o'clock this afternoon and pleadjed
guilty to assaulting Julian Baca by
slashing him with a knife. Garcia
said that he was intoxicated and that
he pleaded guilty because some of his
.friends told him that he had cut up
Baca. "I don't know anything about
it," he added. The evidence presented
by the district attorney, Alexander
Read, showed that the- assault, was un-
provoked; that Baca was standing In
a saloon when suddenly Garcia whip-
ped out a knife and gashed him across
the nose to his right temple and then
stabbed him slightly in the side. This
happened Saturday, March 14.
"Tour statement shows that it Is
dangerous, very dangerous, for you to
come in contact with whisky," said
Judge Abbott to Garcia, "You may
consider yourself extremely fortunate
that you are not standing here charged
with murder."
Judge Abbott then sentenced Garcia
to three to five years at hard lalwr in
tbt; penitentiary.
SOUTHWESTERN UNION CONFER-
ENCE WILL OCCUR IN KEENE,
TEX., IN APRIL
The New Mexico conference of
Seventh Day Adventists will be well
represented at the biennial session
of the Southwestern Union conference
of that denomination, which will be
held in Keene, Texas, April 1 to 12.
Elder V. B. Watts of Albuquerque,
president of the conference, will head
the New Mexico delegation, which
will be composed of practically all of
the clergymen and Bible teachers in
its employ. Among others who will
attend from this state are' H. L.
Hoover, M. R. Proctor, F. Weeks, W.
R. Goss, Pearl A. Weeks and others.
Among the cities that will be repre-
sented are Albuquerque, Hagerman,
Estancia, Lake Arthur, El Paso, Tex.,
which is included in the conference,
and other places. ,
Clergymen and Bible teachers from
the conference iq Oklahoma, Texas
and Arkansas, which, with New Mex-
ico, comprise the Southwestern Union
conference, will also attend the ses-
sion. The visiting clergymen will in-
clude A. G. Daniels, president of the
general conference; ' W. A. Spicer,
secretary of the general conference;
W. T. Knox, treasurer of the general
conference; G. B. Thompson, secre-
tary of the North American division
conference, and W. W. Eastman, head
of the publishing work in North
America, All of these are from the
world's headquarters of the denomt-natio-
In Washington, D. C. Elder G.
F. Watson of Keene will have charge
of the meetings.
This will be the ninth of twelve
similar meetings which are scheduled
in different parts of the United States
and Canada, and which will continue
until May. Thus far, one has follow-
ed closely onto the previous session.
A ministerial institute will be the
prSgram for the first week, with El-
ders Daniels, Evans, Spicer and
Thompson taking leading parts. These
four will be the instructors and their
subjects will be as follows; "The
Ministry," I. H. Evans; "Spiritual
Power," A. G. Daniels; "The Bible
and Prayer," G- - B. Thompson. Elder
W. A. Spicer will lecture on foreign
missions. Elder Eastman will tell of
the progress that is being made in
North America toward distributing
Christmas literature.
During the last week of the session
business affairs will be transacted.
Reports will he given by President
Watson, the secretary, the treasurer,
secretaries of the educational, Sabbath
school and young people's depart-
ments, presidents of the various state
conferences, and other officials. Of-
ficers will be elected for the next
two years, credentials and licenses Is-
sued, and it is probable that several
changes will be made in the forces
in different parts, of the Southwest-
ern Union territory.
CLEANSES VOUiriUIR
OAIES IT BEAUTIFUL
IT BECOMES THICK, WAVY, LUS-
TROUS AND ALL DANDRUFF
DISAPPEARS
Surely try a "Danderine Hair
Cleanse" If you wish to Immediately
double the beauty of your hair. Just
moisten a cloth with Danderine and
draw it carefully through your hair,
taking one small strand at a time;
this will cleanse the hair of dust,
dirt, or any excessive oil In a few
minutes you will be amazed. Your
hair will be wavy, fluffy and abun:
dant and possess an incomparable
softness, luster and luxuriance.
Besides beautifying the hair, one
application of Danderine dissolves
every particle of dandruff; invigor-
ates the scalp, stopping itching and
falling hair,
Danderine Is to the balr what fresh
showers of rain and sunshine are to
vegetation. It goes right to the roots,
Invigorates and strengthens them. Its
exhilarating, stimulating and
properties cause the hair to
grow long, strong and beautiful.
You can surely have pretty, soft,
lustrous hair, and lots of it, if yo"
will just get a bottle of Knowl-ton'- s
Danderine from any drug store
or toilet counter and try it as direct-
ed. Adv.
Farmers and others who live at a
distance from a drug store should keepin the house a bottle of BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT. It. may be needed
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores,
sprains and rheumatism. It is a pow-
erful healing and penetratine remedyPrice 25c, 50o and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
by Central Durg Co.Adv.
COLUM
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-
TISEMENTS
Flva cents per line aach Insertion.
Estimate alx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy lest apace than two
linea All advertisement charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnco preferred.
lif vM.. ufi
OPTIC NUMBER, MAIN E
Vlssntcdl
WANTED Experienced salesladies.
Apply The Golden Rule Store, Veed-e- r
Block,
For Cslo
FOR SALE Household furniture.
Mrs. Vasse, 1109 Douglas avenue.
FOR SALE Bourboon Red Turkey
eggs, 30 cents each; the stay at
home kind. Phone Purple , 5623.
Mrs. Charles Lewis.
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R.
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c, $1
and $1.25 per setting of 13; R. C. R.
I. streng May-hatche- d cockerels. C.
W. Wesner.
FOR SALE Five passenger tourln
car, also my black driving mare,
buggy and harness. Ben Coles.
For Rent
FOR RENT Furnished house. Phone
Main 230.
FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms
with board If desired. 710 Grand.
ATTOKNEY8
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hnka
Attorneya-at-La-
Us Vegas, New Men
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
East Las Tegas. New Mexico
JONES-BOWER- MONUMENT CO
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
23 Years Practical Experience.
E. A. JONES ; W. W. BOWERS.
Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mank
cure, Chiropody.-Stea- m
Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of tne firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, county and State afore-
said, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
for each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot he enrea by the use of
HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENE.Y.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this Cth day of Decem-
ber, A. D. 1886,
(Seal) A. V. GL13ASON,
Notary Public
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intpr
nally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O
Sold by all drug!?ists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Fills for consti-
pation.
The Mothers' Favorite
A cough medicine for chlldrer
'
should be harmless. It should be
pleasant to take. It should be effectual
Chamberlain's Coucrh Remedy is all ot
this and la the mother's favorite every
where. For sale by ail dealers. Aflv
2,000 lbs., or Mors, Each Del very .
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Dllvry
200 lbs., to 1,009 lbs. Each Dallvsry
v
60 lbs, to 209 lbs., Each Delivery
Lsss than SS Ibm Each Delivery
AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors et Natiral Ice, tke Parity l
Lasting Qualities et Wfeiek Have Made Lea Vega Fame.
OFFICE 781 DOUGLAS AVENUE
i
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by the Board of County Commission- - approved for payment, and the Clerk
era, of the County of San Miguel, Is directed to issue his several war-Ne-
Mexico, in open session. rants in settlement thereof, upon the
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS'
PROCEEDINGS
(Continued From Saturday)
through the west boundary of Section
35, Township 37 North, Rang 15
East of New Mexico Meridian; on
the North by a line running eatiterly
and westerly on tne tops of the moun-
tain range which bounds the Gallmas
Hoard of County Commissioners of County Treasurer, t: tt p- - 'No. 10225, Robt. j. Taupert, Roadthe County of San Miguel, State of
II H! ! i'1 'i"!:;i-'!,- i
y Ji mm L J feJ3 L bi w u y L v3 J L 3 k
New Mexico.
(SEAL) By FIDEL ORTIZ,Caiiyon on the North; on the South
work, Road Fund, $750.00.
No. 10226, Cola Culvert & Flume
Co., Road Work, Road Fund, $1230.49.
No. 10227, Amador Ulibarrl, Jailer,
Oct., 1913, Gen. Co. Fund, 1912, $75.00.
by a line running easterly and wester Attest: . Chairman
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Allowance to County Assessor.
ly on the top of the mountain range,
which bounds the Gallinas Canyon on
No. 10288, Ricardo Ulibarrl, Asst. TELEPHONE SERVICE OF TODAY THE CREATION OF TIIE BELL CO.Manuel A. Sanchez, County Assessthe South.
or, appeared, before the Board, and Jailer, Oct., 1913, Gen. Co. Fund, 1912and the polling place designated with
presented his written request, asiung sau.uu.
No, 10229, Prospero S. Para, Sal.for an allowance to defray the extra
costs necessary to amend the tax Janitor, Oct., 1913. Gen. Co. Mud
$10.00,rolls of said County for the year 1913,
in accordance with tne orders of the
State Board qf Equalization, and Uf on
iru i i n,
It is !deitd that an allowan-- e of
Vi
U
n
Monday, November 3rd, A. D. 1913.
The Board of County Commissioners
of the County of San Miguel, State of
New Mexico, met in regular session
at the Court House of said County in
Las Vegaa, New Mexico, on the first
Monday in November, Fame being No-
vember 3rd, A. D. 1913, at 10:)0 an
the forenoon of said day, nd the fol-
lowing proceedings were had, t:
Present: Fidel Ortiz, Chairman;
John H. York Co. Commissioner; An-
tonio A. Gallegos, Co, Commissioner;
.Lorenzo Delgado, Clerk of the Board.
The record of the procedlngs of the
last regular session, and special meet-
ings held during the month of Octo-
ber, read, approved and signed.
Public Road Precinct No. 50.
Matias Aragon presented to the
Board a petition signed by a large
number of residents of Precinct No.
50, within the County of San Miguel,
asking that a public, road be opened
within eald precinct between Town-
ship 15, Range 20 East, and Township
$700.00 be mad to M.. A Sanchez,
Assessor for San Miguel County, to
in such district and, the election
judges and clerks named to conduct
said special election at such polling
place by order of the said Board
rendered this day, are as roliows,
,
Polling Place
House of Juan Benavidez. Hot
Springs, N. M.
Election Judges
Lorenzo Leal, Hot Springs, N M.;
Juan Benavidez, Hot Springs, N. M.;
Marcelino Lovato, Hot Springs, N. M.
Election Judges
Jose N. Crespin, Felipe Lobato.
and except as otherwise provided, said
above special election shall be held
and conducted as provided by law for
general elections.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
carry on the work of his office in
No. 10230, Pablo Jaramlllo, Int. J.
P. Court, Gen. Co. Fund, $4.00.
No. 10231, M. F. Des Marais, Insane
examinations, Gen. C Fund, $30.0(f.
No. 10232, U V. Light & Power Co.,
Lights, C. H, Bridge ana Jail, Gea.
Co. Fund, $30.00.
No. 10233, Pauline Jaramillo, Super-
vising Special Exams, Gen. Schl.
Fund, $10.00.
No. 10234, Benjamin El Armijo,
Sten. J. P. Court, Gen. C. Fund, $5.00.
No. 10235, Agua Pura Co., Water,
Nov. 1913, Gen. Co. Fund, $25.00.
No. 10236, New Mex Print Co.,
amending the tax roll for the year ! j
1913, and the Clerk i directed to
Issue his warrant in payment of said
amount, upon the County Treasurer,
payable from the Commission Fund
over long-distanc-e circuits of which as much
as 20 miles. was In underground cables. Hy
1906 underground talking distance had in-
creased to 90 miles. By 1912 it was possible
to talk underground from New York to
Washington.
It was then that the construction of un-
derground conduits from Boston to Wash-
ington was determined upon, not tnat It
was expected to get a through underground
talk between these places, but In case of
storm or blizzard, to utilize Intermediate
sections in connection with the overhead.
Our persistent study and incessant experi-
mentation have produced results more re-
markable still.
We have perfected cables, apparatus and
methods that have ovarcome obstacles here-
tofore regarded as insuperable both to long-
distance overhead and underground conver-
sation,
Underground conversation is now possible
between Boston and Washington, four times
the length of the longest European under-
ground line. This enabled the Bell System
in the recent great storm, so destructive on
land and sea, to maintain communication
for the public between all the principal
points on the Atlantio seaboard.
Telephone communication Is established
between New York and Denver, is potential-
ly possible between all points in the United
States, and by 1915 will be an accomplished
fact between New York and San Francisco.
of said County.
Bridge Contract BoniL
The Contract tbonds of the Missouri
Valley Bridge & Iron Co., were sub Printing poll books, etc.,
Gen. Schl.
Fund, $13.90.mitted to the Board, the same being
bond No, 18CC9, to. the Board of Coun-
ty Commissioners dated October 6,
In no tine of human endeavor has the in-
ventive brain of the scientist contributed
more to the world's progress than by the
creation of the art of telephony, of whichthe Bell system is the embodiment.
When the telephone was born, nothing an-
alogous to telephone service as we now
know it existed. There was no tradition to
guide, no experience to follow.
The system, the apparatus, the methods
an entire new art had to be created. The
art of electrical engineering did not exist.The Bell pioneers, recognizing that success
depended upon the highest engineering and
technical skill at once organized an experi-
mental and research department which is
now directed by a staff of over 550 en-
gineers and scientists, Including former pro-
fessors, post-gradua- students, scientific in-
vestigators the graduates of over 70 univer-
sities.
From its foundation the company has con-
tinuously developed the art. New improve-
ments In telephones, switchboards, lines,
cables, have followed one another with re-
markable rapidity.
While each successive type of apparatus to
the superficial observer suggested similar-
ity, each step ia the evolution marked a de-
cided improvement. These changes, this ev-
olution, has not only been continuous, but Is
continuing. Substantially all of the plant
now in ' use, including telephones, switch-
boards, cables and wires, has been con-
structed, renewed or reconstructed in the
past 10 years.
Particularly in switchboards have the
changes been so radical that installations
casting in the aggregate millions have fre-
quently been discarded after only a few
years of use. '
Since 1877 there have been introduced 53
'types and styles of receivers and 73 types
and styles o transmitters. Of the 12,000,-00- 0
telephone receivers and transmitters
owned by the Bell Company January 1, 1914,
none were in use prior to 1902, whilethe av-
erage age is less than five years.
Within 10 years we have expended for
construction and reconstruction an amount
more than equal to the present book value
of our entire plant.
1913. for the tram of $9,965.00, under
this 3rd. day of November, A. D. 1913,
by the Board of County Commission-
ers of the County of San Miguel, New
Mexico, in open session.
Board of Coiunty Commissioners of
the County of San. Miguel, State of
New Mexico.
(SEAL) By FIDEL ORTIZ, ' .
written contract heretofore, filed for
the construction of a bridge over the
Gallinas River at Independence Ave
nue, Las Vegas, and at Prince Street,
Attest: Chairman. East Las Vegas, San Miguel County,
N. M., and also bond No. 18608 to
No. 10237, D. "R. Murray, Fees r.s
J P., Gen. Co. Fund, $S 50.
No. 10238, M. A Sanchez, Postage
stamps, etc., Gen,. Co. Fund, $2.10.
No. 10238,, R. Gallegos, Slier., Fuel,
Oct., 1913, Gen. Co. Fund, $25.00.
No. 10240, R. Gallegos, Sher., Board.
Prisoners, Oct., 1913, Gen. Co. Fund,
$158.25.
No. 10241, Manuel A. Sanchez, All.
for revising tax rolls. Com. Fund,
$700,00.
No. 10242, Deciderio C. De Baca,
Cleaning chimneys, C. H., C. H. and
jail Fund, $12.50.
No. 10243, Chas. Ilfeld Co., School
supplies, Gen. Schl. Fund, $5.40.
No. 10244, L. V. Auto and Mach.
same party and of same date for the
sum of $2,365.00, under ..contract for
the construction of a steel bridge at
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Prohibition District, Precinct No. 12.
A petition was thfa oay presented
to the Board, signed by the required
number of qualified electors, resi-
dents within the proposed district,
for the submission to the qualified
electors of said district designated in
Kearney's Gap, within said County,
both of said bonds being signed by
The United States Fidelity & Guaran
1!ty Company, as surety ttiereon, and
after reading and examining same.said petition, the question of whether
upon motion, they are approved andor not the barter, sa.le or exchange
of intoxicating liquors shall be pro Co., Con. Co. Eng., Kearney's Gap,ordered filed for record in the ornce
of the Clerk. Bridge Fund, $2.00.
No. 10245, Felipe Lopez, Board, P.hibited therein,
and upon the reading
Plans Steel Vault Fixtures. Gonzales, 11 da., Gen. Co. Fund, $8.25.The Board having heretofore con
thereof, and a motion duly had, said
petition is approved and filed, and
It Is ordered by the Board that the No. 10246, R. Gallegos. Sher.,
5 gal.
oil, Co., Jail, Gen. Co. Fund, $1.25.sidered the
matter of installing steel
fixtures in the vault in the office of
the County Clerk, and procuring prop
15, Range 21 Blast, and upon consid-
eration thereof, and a motion duly
made.
It is ordered by the Board that
Jose Manuel Naranjo and Moise Le
Febre be given notice by the Clerk to
appear at the next session to be held
on the first Monday in December, and
show cause if any they have, why
euch public road should not be open-
ed as prayed for in. said petition and
why they should not be compelled to
remove their fences, or any other ob-
structions maintained by them across
said proposed roadway, and why a
road as proposed in said petition
ehould not be kept permanently open
for the use of the public.
Constable Precinct No. 9.
The resignation of Jose O. Riveria,
Constable of Precinct No. 9, was ten-
dered by the Board, and upon motion
the same was accepted and filed in
the office of the Clerk, and upon a
recommendation from the Justice of
the Peace of said Precinct, Encar-nacio- n
Sena, was Iuiy appointed as
Constable of said Precinct, to enter
upon his du'ies as. such, upon the fil-
ing of his official bond and oath as
required by law.
Prohibition District, Precinct No. 47.
A petition was this day presented
to the Board 'by Toribio Martinez,
signed by the required number of
qualified electors, residents, within the
proposed district, for the submission
to the qualified electors of said dis-
trict designated in said petition, the
question of whether or not. the barter,
sale or exchange of intoxicating
shall be (prohibited therein, and
upon the reading thereof, and a mo-
tion duly had, said petition is approv-e- o
and filed, and
It is ordered by the Board that the
District proposed and described in the
petition aforesaid, be, and the same
is, designated as the district wherein
there shall be submitted to the quall- -
f,nA 0im.((vr thereof, on Tuesday, De- -
district proposed and described in the
petition aforesaid, be, and the same
is designated as the District wherein
In our use of methods or apparatus, we
are committed to no one system. We own.
control or have the right to use inventions
necessary to operate any system recognized
or accepted as the most efficient. The Bell
System must always recognize, and In its
selection must always be governed by the
necessities of a national service, with its
complex requirements, which is Infinitely
more exacting than local or limited service.
These achievements represent vast ex-
penditures of money and immense concen-
tration of effort which, have been justified
by results of immeasurable benefit to the
public' No local company unaided could
bear the financial or scientific burden of
this work. Such results are possible only
through a centralized general staff, avoiding
wasteful duplication of effort, working out
problems common to all, for the benefit of
all.
The pioneers of the Bell System recogniz-
ed that telephone service as tuey saw it,
was in the broadest sense a public utility;
that upon them rested a public obligation to
give the best possible service at. the most
reasonable rates consistent with risk, in-
vestment and the continued improvement
and maintenance of its property.
Without this expenditure of millions and
concentration of effort, the telephone art as
it exist3 could not have been developed.
WTiat wa have done in working out these
great problems in the past should be accept-
ed as a guarantee of what we will do ia
the future. .
THEODORE N. VAIL, President
er steel cabinets for tne accomodation
No. 10247, E. G. Arurphey, 40 Exam,
tablets, Scrl. Supt., Gen. Schl. Fund,
$2.00.
No. 10248, Mt. States Tel. Co., Rent,there shall be submitted
to the quali of the records of said office, and the
Clerk having been directed to secure C. H. and J. Lng. Dis. Calls, Gen, Co.fied electors thereof,
on Tuesday, De-
cember 23rd, A. D. 1913, the question proper estimates and plans, there was Fund, $18.50.of whether or not the barter sale or submitted by Messrs. Crane & co., No. 10249, Martin Delgado, Shoes,
Topeka, Kansas; Blue Print plans forexchange of intoxicating liquors shall i Co Pr soner, Gen Co. $ ok
such steel fixtures and cabinets, and L. Jund, Feesbe prohibited therein, and the polling
Long-distanc- e and underground transmis-
sion was the most formidable scientific
problem confronting the telephone experts.
The retarding effect of the earth on the
telephone current often impaired conversa-
tion through one mile underground as much
as through 100 miles overhead. Overhead
conversation had its distinct limitations.
No possible Improvement in the telephone
transmitter could of Itself solve these diffi-
culties.
The solution was only found in the cum-
ulative effect of improvements, great and
small, in telephone, transmitter, line, canie,
switchboard, and every other piece of appar-
atus or plant required iu the transmission of
Bpeech.
While the limit of commercial overhead
talking had increased from strictly local to
over 1,000 miles as early as 1893, it was not
until 1905 that conversation could be had
O. asNo. 10250,
the same were ordered filed for futureplace, Judges and Clerks for such Constable, Gen. Co. Fund, $2.00.
reference in the office of the Clerk.special election to be held within said No. 10251, Chas. Ilfeld Co., Casedistrcit are hereby named as follows, Uary-Ja-nnor - Boao no. Jal, Gm. Co. Fund, $3.00
t:
, It appearing tnat tne I 'Vina in, Ama(5or ulibarrl, Fee8 as. , . tn TirtAoHouse Janitor, rionyei d. . on rn rd. S5.00.mimed many xtra duties towards rr rru.teodoio'Dominguez, Feesthe County No. 10253,
cleaning and repairing q
Court House, and tne prem u - outlerreb.
of, and lurtner mtu. u u .
Polling place
House of Pablo A. Sena.
Election Clerks - --
Nestor PadiHa, Anastacio Herrera,
Cosme Esquibel.
Election Judges
Caslmiro Ortiz, Pablo A. Sena,
Proclamation
Whereas, in conformity with Chap-
ter No. 78 of the Laws of the State
sleeping quarters in said buildxng, -
-- "Frank Roy, ReportNo. 10255, Co.
upon motion, inHRbtedness Gen. Co. Fund, 78.00
u U ordered by tne mohiu mo.!. i 0 ...
... a iNo. 10256. U V. auio x
salary of the saia januo,, r. . - vnl!nlipva riridire trip, will find nothing better for a cough orfiold. Trv It and von will understandBaca, be raised from $40.00 to ? " "
safe, pure and certain in results. Con-
tains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
CONCEKN
Notice Is hereby given to whom it why it Is a favorite after a period ofner month, commencing with the
nra -of New Mexico, passed at the Second TTnon motion the Board adjourned
day of November A. v. 19i-- . until tomorrow morning at 10:00
more tnan rorty years, n not oniy
gives relief It cures. For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
Regular Session of the First Legis-
lature of said State for the year 1913, Payments C. II. Sewer.LlU I
cember 23rd, A. D, 1913, the question provision is made for the holding of
clock,
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
may concern that John A. Rudulph
the undersigned, was appointed on the
2nd day of March, A. O. 1914, Execut-
or of the estate of Emilio Pendaries
Rudulph, deceased, and all persons
having claims against the said estate
The following amount having oet--
paid to the Clerk by Obaid Maloof in
coitimnent of his pro rata share of
A pain in the side or back thatof whether or not tne Darter, sale or .special elections to regulate tne par Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk
exchange of intoxicating loquors shall
Foley Cathartic taMets are entirely
effective, thoroughly cleansing find al-
ways pleasant in action. They contain
blue flag, are a remedy for constipa-
tion and sluggish liver, and a tonic to
the bowels, which are Improved by
their use. Try them. They do not
fail to give relief and satisfaction. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cro?s Dm3
Store. Adv.
ter, sale or exchange of intoxicatin-- j
liquors in districts designated, within costs for the building pf cess pools
catches you when you straighten up
call" for a rubbing application of BAL-
LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes
the contracted muscles and permitsany, County of New Mexico, and a
ELECTION PROCLAMATION
The undersigned, mayor of the City will present the sama within the timeat the
east outlet of tne uoun
wr nn the west bank of the Gallin motion without Buffering or Inconven
of Las Vegas, in the County of San prescribed by law. 'March. 2nd, 1914. ' ience. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 peras River, at the foot oijfne alley on
proper petition having .been filed by
qualified electors of the following de-
scribed district, within the County Mieiiol. State o New Mexico, doesthe South sid of Bridge Street, me bottle. Sold by Central Drug Mo.Adv.JOHN A. RUDULPH,wi,v trivo notice that an election F "man, is directed to pay the sameand State aforesaid, f Executor.
will be held In the said City of LasNow, Therefore, The Board of Coun over to the County Treasurer to be
credited to the Court House and Jail
Fund, and that he take receipt there
Take III-'.- " r"l fr--r in'
relieves the ' "i la a fw n i
forces the ft.-.- ) t d u '
causes the ny rv t o t'.
where it is expelled. Pries !
by Central Drug Co- - Adv.
ty Commissioners of San Miguel Coun Vegas, on the first Tuesday
of April,
a r 1914. the same being April 7th, Tha Forty Year TestAn article must have exceptionalty, State of New Mexico, on this first
Monday of November, A. D. 1913, in of said year, as provided by law,
for
merit to survive for a period of forty
be prohibited therein, and the polling
place, Judges and Clerks for such
special election to be, held within said
district, are hereby named as follows,
t:
Polling Place. House, of Juan Ben-
avidez.
Jvlarcelino Lovato.
Election Judges: Lorenzo Leal.Juan
Benavidez, Marcelino Lovato.
Election Clerks: Jose N. Crespin,
Felipe Lobato.
Proclamation
Whereas, in conformity with Chap-
ter No. 78 of the laws of the State of
New Mexico, passe at the Second
Regular Session of the First Legisla-
ture of said State for the year 1913,
provision is made for the holding of
Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Com-
pound for an inflamed and congested
condition of the air passages and bron-
chial tubes. A eold develops quickly
if not checked and bronchitis, lagrinpe
and pneumonia are dangerous possibil-
ities. Harsh racking coughs weaken the
system, hut Foley's Honey and Tar is
the purpose of electing the followingregular eession, do hereby proclaim years. Chamberlain s coupm Remeoy
was first offered to the public in 1872.
From a small beginning it has growncity officers,
:
and give public notice that a special
election will be held within the fol
Margaret Mayo, author of "Polly ot
the Circus," has writtea a new cam-ei- y
called "The Lookers On."
One: mayor fcr said city for tne
for,
Obaid Maloof, $20.00.
Reports, Receipts, etc.
The following reports, receipts, etc.,
having been submitted to the Board,
upon the reading and examination
and orderthereof, same are approved
In favor and popularity until it has
lowing described district., County of attained a world wide reputation, youterm of two years; one city clerk
for
the term of two years.
One city treasurer for the term or
San Miguel, State of New Mexico, on
Tuesday, December rSrd, A. D. 1913,
for the purpose of submitting to the two vp.ars.
One alderman for the First waru
ed filed, to-wi-t:
Monthly report of Eugenio Romero,
Co. Treasurer, for October, 1913. for a term of four years. . SURPLUS
One alderman for the Second ward iJ9Mi 'ATCAPITAL PAID IN100,000.00r'"..
qualified ejectors of said district the
question of whether" or not the bar-
ter, sale or exchange of intoxicating
liquors shall be prohibited therein as
provided by said Act, to-wi-t:
District proposed to be voted for as
Statement of Poll Taxes receiveu
by Co. Treas., for October, 1913,
$9.00.
,stment of Liquor Licenses re
for a term of four years.
One alderman for the Third ward
ceived by County Treasurer, for Oc for a term of four years.
One alderman for the Fourth waidProhibition District: tober, 1913, $576.00.
statement of Liquor Licenses col for a term of four years.- Said District has the same boundar
lected by Ronmn Ga.' legos, Shw ff, for Done this l6th day of March, A. T)
CHober, 1911. J'CO'i.
uw1nt No. 99, to Co. Treas., from
1914.
ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
ies as Precinct No. 12 of said County,
such boundaries being follows: on
the North by the Arroyo de Pecos;
South by the top or the hill called
Guzano; East by line running between
or dividing Las Colonias and Eowe;
3. M. Cunningham,' Preside it I . tioakms, cabmer. '
Frank Springer, E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.
'
' UA& VEGAS
INTEREST PAID OlST TINIIS DEPOLUT
Attest: Mayor of Said City.H. C. Smith, Treas. City of Las Vegas
,i school DisC'i'.'. No. 2, $1,005.1. CHAS. TAMME,
Receipt No, 100 to Co. Treas.., from nitv Clerk. C
special elections to regulate the bar-
ter, sale and exchange of intoxicating
liquors, in Districts designated wlmin
any County of New Mexico, and a
proper petition having been filed by
qualified electors of the following
district, within, the County and
State aforesaid:
Now, Therefore, the Board of Coun-
ty Commissioners of the County of
San Miguel, State of New Mexico, on
the first Monday of November, A. D.
1913, in regular session, do hereby
proclaim and give Public Notice that
a special election will be held within
the following described District,
County of San Miguel, State of New
Mexico, on Tuesday, December 23rd,
A. D. 1913, for the purpose of submit-
ting to the qualified electors of said
district the question of whether or
not the barter, sale or exchange of in-
toxicating liquors shall be prohibited
therein as provided by said Act,
and. on the West by the same line of
tiie precinct running towards the top
Martin Delgado, Treas. Town ot u
Vegas, and School Districts Nos.
1
ami "I $884.06. NOTICE
TO ALL WHOM IT MAY
CONCERNof the Mesa de Pecos, and the polling
Tjint. No. 345, to Co. Treas., irora Notice is hereby givea to all whomplace designated within such District
and the election Judges, and Clerk3 A . ft Vit may concern, that the undersignedState Treas,,
for October, 1913,
$214.67.
Tnmmst. D. R. Murray, J. P. Pre
named to conduct .said special election,
wAj-- on the 21th day of February, A
at such polling place by order of the D. 1914, appointed executors of the
cinct 29, death of Mrs. Tina G. Klston. last will and testament of Fompiho
Buccl, deceased.
All persons having claims against
the estate of said deceased mvt pr
riber.
Inq'nest, J. J. Maestas, Jr., J. t.
No. 13, doath Jose Ilicanlo Mae&taa.
Report J. P. Garcia, J. V. Pet. 4S.
fines collected for September Qjiar.,
p.m.
" f ,rI dtipt No c r rt01
,
.! oui ID
preci t N i S f 'I Ct Tn r
o,,:,t hom within the lime cr?
District proposed to he voted for
said Board rendered this day, are as
follows, to-wi-t:
Polling Place
House of Pablo A- - Sena.
Election Judges
Nestor PadiHa, An.asl.ado U n-- ra
Cosme Esquibel.
Election Clerks
Caslmiro Ortia, Pahlo A. i ni
and except as herein otherwl rr
vlded, said above special cle t n u 11
be held and conducted as pioul i r i
law for general ejections.
Pone at Las Vo.-ms- , Ne '
by law.
Il r
M( t r 'if
n
WM. G. ItAtBON
a W.
D. T. HOSKINS- -
as Prohibit ion District:
Bounded cu the Erst by a line run-
ning North and South through, the
point where the wuuu road from the
Town of Las Vsm crostms the Hot
, Pi 11 t t for - !
v
Springs Railway, winch i 1315 feet
n ! h s T.
I red
qJ--
- ( H
j o i ill (
r - in i
Tl
1 '
I i i
from th' Canyon Lime
on tiie West by a north and mi' this Srd day of NovmnJuT, ' - i i i
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Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.j LOCAL NEWSHAVE ,1UST UNLOADED TOfflOBIL
"Scotty" Smith, the contractor, has
Kegular dance at F. B. hall Wednes just received two carloads of cement
train which passed through Las Vegas
this morning, but probably will pass
through later this week. He was forc-
ed to remain in Denver for several
days on business. The Indians form-
ing a part of his share of the big show
passed through tinder the charge of
Carlos Myles. ' ,
The show will open the season at
Albuquerque Saturday and then con-
tinue Its western tour, returning to
Denver again about next June.
day night. Adv. from El Paso. "Scotty" Is optimistic
In his opinions of the future of this
city and expects to be getting anotherlamps at 6:44Light automobile
o'clock this evening. shipment as large as this within a
few months.
ANOTHER.' CAR OF THOSE FANCY
DELICIOUS
NAVEL ORANGES
IT PAYS TO EUY TCEI BY TEE EOX
By the Box...... $3.50
nv Half Box ...S1.90
Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv. JUAN SWEENEY ARRESTED
Juan Sweeney, a bricklayer, was ar
MEXICAN REBELS GOTTour Easier hat is now ready and rested last night by a West side offi
waiting for you. Mrs. L. P. Wright. cial on complaint of Mrs. Fellcita
Adv.
.20 to 60c ALL OF HIS HONEYMoulton, for assault on a dwelling.
Sweeney was given a hearing thisBy the Dozen
For Sale Columbus electric, four nornlng by. a West side justice and
passenger coupe, 1913 model. Almost
LIVERY said REPAIRING.
We also carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMO-
BILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCES-
SORIES IN THE CITY
ALL REPAIR WORK'
GUARANTEED
LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK
LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
" FORMERLY
LAS 'VEGAS FOED SALES COMPANY
pleaded guilty. The sentence imposed WALTER GREER CAMPBELL HAS
new. A. T. Rogers, Jr. " .was a fine of $100, 30 days In jailOTATIOii OFDEC and that Sweeney pay the cost of re LOST $4,000,000
IN FOUR
YEARS
PorUand, Ore., March 24. Walter
For Sale Haynes auto pairing the damage done to the resi
mobile, good as new, modern equip-
ments. Phone Main US or 297. Adv.ELICACIESI Greor Campbell who three years ago
Tbe Woman's Club of Las Vegas haJ a fortune
of more than $4,000,000,
was
.
arrested here today on charge of
obtaining mone? under false presen- -will hold Its regular meeting
tomor-
row afternoon in the Commercial
dence.
According to the information re-
ceived Sweeney approached the Moul-
ton residence, which Is a short dis-
tance west of the county court house,
about li o'clock and attempted to en-
ter it. When be was denied admit-tranc-
Sweeney kicked down the door
and was later arrested when Mrs.
Moulton had given an alarm.i ,;v; i
02EG5I-E- 3 ses In San Francisco.
club rooms.
"I have nothing to say. There has
been a mistake,, that is all," said
Campbeil on his arrival at the police
station. h
For sale Household furniture,
new. Call between 10 a. m. and 4- m
ch-N- u Room He Bald later that with the possiblepi- - m. Wells Fargo building.
38. W. C Dennis.
exception of a draft for $250 and a
check for $50,: there was nothing onPeanut Butter John Quiglejv a well known railway SITE EAST OF CISUECO
IS TUE FiaST CHOICE
Which to base charges against him and
that he had fled from- - his creditors
owing1 upwards'br$i00;l)00.
conductor employed on ' this division
of thesSanta Fe,'waS taken today to
the Santa Fe hospital 'where he will
receive treatment Torltomach trou
' .COU9.-- .
,;. -' ";:
His Fortune Wrecked
ble. San Francisco,March 24. Walter
FEDERAL BUILDING LIKELY WILL
BE LOCATED WEST OF
.
. DOUGLAS SCHOOL r h t v i Greer Campbell, arrested today In Port- - P3Beginning tonight there will be k
our customers will have the opportunity
to taste the well known Eieech-Nu- t Deli-crxcie- s.
We invite everyone to come and
get xquaJnted with these products. '
series bV iheetings held at the Span
laittL left his wife and child here on
Match 9. He told her he was1 'going
to Los Angeles-o- a business tripish Presbyterian church. The meet
ings will be conducted by the Rev. A. and left her but little money. Being
See Us For
WiTO "SHADES"
,
We Carry a
Complete Stock
Call us tip and we
will measure your
windows
Lucero of Raton. Everybody is used to an income of $125,000 a year,
she went out the next day and spentmost cordially invited.
ill $100 chopping. Out of funds, she teleF e j i i a s I S I P IB iuj Las Vegas loage No. 408, B. P.fO. graphed her husband- for more moneyElks, will meet tonight in regular ses$) 13 W11 11 li4f..i hA ii ml on March 11 and two or three dayslater the telegram came back to hersion. Four candidates will be. in-itiated into the order. All members undelivered.
are requested to be in the club house Then began a search of their apart
According to reliable Information
received from Washington J, IL Flem.'
ing, the site Inspector for the treas.
ury department of the United States,
who was here several weeks ago, has
reported that the lots just east of the
First Presbyterian church on Douglas
avenue are his first choice for the
location of the federal building for
which appropriation was made some
time ago. The inspector's second
choice is the lots on Douglas avenue
between Eleventh and Twelfth streets.
All other sites proposed in bids to
the government have been rejected.
To be more specific, the favored
eite occupies the lots cast of the
church and its utilization will not re-
quire the purchase of the church prop-
erty. The"' extension of Tenth street,
by means of a "jog,' Is proposed. The
inspector is declared to have reported
that the price asked, ?18,000, is too
before 8 o'clock, so that the meeting
may be started promptly at that hour.
ment for money. Instead she found
stacks of pawn tickets. One of her
rings had gone for $500. Instead ofLast night at the Elks' club the the family silver being in the safe
deposit vaults, as she supposed, theBankers and Peons bowlea
the nrsi
game that has been played between
OUR. PRJCES ARE LOWEST
C. JOHNSEN (EL SON
MAIN 258
LOT1J8 OLACETS J.these two teams for several months pawn tiokets showed it had beenpledged. sEven the baby's cradle and
layette, which had cost $1,000 hadThe result was in favor of
the- Peons,
who won by 70 pins. The final score been bought; on time and were not
was 2.324 to Z.aai in iavor ui me paid for in full.
Peons. For two years Campbell had beea
watching a fortune of $4,000,000 dwinThe new fare boxes that were to high, and that $15,000 is more nearly
the correct value 'of the property,
nearly all of which is occupied by
houses, and which takes up the space
dle under the depredations of Mexican
revolutionists. Apparently he had
lacked the courage to acquaint his
wife with the truth of their circum
have been installed in the street cars
yesterday will be in working tomorrow
or Thursday. The boxes did not ar
rive here on their schedule, thus caus between the Douglas avenue school "" '" :"stances.
ing a delay. This system will cause Shortly after he received $550,000
an absoltue observance of the rule, In cash and $3,000,000 In stock after a
Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge As-
sortment - fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers
Pay as You Enter." successful promotion, he bought 200
acres on tbe summit of Ben Lomond,
Tomorrow night the Bankers bowl mountain overlooking Santa Cruz,
and started to build castle Campbell.
and the Presbyterian church.
The valuation fixed upon the lots
between Eleventh and Twelfth streets,
which also are occupied for the most
part by houses, Is $10,000, the bid of
$12,000 being declared too high.
There has Deen much speculation
as to what sites had been recommend-
ed by tbe inspector, and his authori-
tative announcement will stop all
comment. The site is said to meet
the approval of a majority of the
West side folk, and it is declared to
be satisfactory to many East siders.
ing team will be .matched against a
bankers team of Albuquerque,'! In a
telegraphic game. The game undoubt-
edly will prove interesting. All Elks
and their ladies are invited to be
present tomorrow night at the club
house to watch the local team in
The foundations were laid but work
was abandoned. Thousands of dollars
worth of costly furnishings hauled to
Jhe top of the mountain are there
now, in tents, watched over by men
who have advanced Campbell money
since his troubles began.
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller Non-Ski- n or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need-
ed for the auto.
V ALL TCK CjaE AT OUR SE
GUAHAriTELO rLl ITS PEEFECTIESS
The Lasj Vcab Automobil
.iaiidlMacliiri Shop
Work was started yesterday morning
OILITIA CALLED TOat the Boston ClotMng store on me
complete repainting of the interior of circus pinrrT rthat establishment. By this morningSUCH LOVELY BISCUITS SUFPIiESS A STRIKEthe entire stock had been moved to
and fro In the cause of cleaning. Work
similar to that being done at the Bos-tp- n
store is being completed k a num
UNLOAD HEBE
SHERIFF 18 UNABLE TO ENFORCE
J5'! ORDER At THE GOULD"ber of stores' in the city. COUPLER WORKSHIGH WIND PREVENTED EREC
Yesterday evening about 8 o'clock TION OF TENTS FOR FEEDI-
NGS ANIMALS Depew, N. Y., March 24. Depew
was an armed camp'Tbday, the Sev
aro only poasible.when made
with such p, flout as our
Pure Quill. None less good
will make such light, tooth
some, biiv
cults. '. Order a sack and ear-pris- e
your Ims'oand tomor-
row morning with biscuits
that he will blow about to
his friends and be fully jus-
tified In doing so.
ah automobile crashed Into a fence on
Gonzales street, the thoroughfare run-
ning north from tie northeast corner enty-fourt- h regiment
a havingDisappointment reigned this morn
ing with the younger generation whenof the Plaza. Thetenca was demolish been ordered out"at' the 'request ofSheriff Becker, 'whose' force was un--it was learned that the big Sells-Flot- oed. The name of the " automobillst
circus would not stop'' in Las Vegaswas not learned, but the report Is that
for several hours, as announced yesthe automobile Buffered badly as a
"
'I result of the collision. The steering
able to handle rioting strikers at the
Gould Coupler works yetserday. '
A special train which was held' np
yesterday came tbrougfrom Buffalo
to the plant today under military pro-
tection. One man was killed and sev-
eral were injured yesterday,
i Croups of the strikers and sympa-
thizers gathered v near the main en-
trance of the Coupler works today, but
dispersed when ordered to leave by
the officer in charge. They quickly
reassembled at another "entrance.
There Company D had to use bayon-
ets freely before the crowd would
scatter. One man was wounded. He
was taken away by his companions.
terday. The trains carrying this big
show remained here only about angeftr clogging probably caused the ac
hour, and due to threatening weather'cidents
'5hc Las Vcrtas Mill
has practically eradicated scabies on.
those areas. ,
The lumbermen of Maine In 190(
originated In this country the use of
mountain lookout towers with tele-
phone" connection for the prompt lo-
cation and suppression of forest fires.
A California firm is selling eucalyp-
tus charcoal at $24 a ton, as again $20
a ton for oak charcoal. Since most
for the California-grow- n eucalyptus
do not make good lumber, uses for
other products of the tree are being:
sought. '
Fifteen small sawmills are cutting
timber from the Powell national for-
est in southern Utah, more than 100
miles from the nearest railroad. They
are run by settlers durin ' time that
can be spared from (,. crops, and
supply local needs since there is no
opportunity to ship timber in or out
conditions did not feed the animals.
It was the Intention of the. show peoSunday morning at Triplett, Mo.,
Laura Emily Lipsett, daughter of Mr. ple to put up tents and take the ani
mals off the cars, but-th- iigh wind
..v.' J
prevented. , , f ,
and Mrs. Thomas Lipsett of this Wty,
died following a brief illness,' at the
home of her grandparents. Laura was
three years and 15 days of age, and
had been living with her grandpar-
ents for the past two years. Death
FOREST NOTES .,
The stringent requirement ;of the
forest service that all sheep be dipped
before entering the nationa.f i forests
was due to ptomaine poisoning. Mrs,
Union1.v. t ..J 0
Lipsett left Is Vegas about a week
ago for Triplett and was there at the
time of her daughter's death. The
body, accompanied by Mrs. Lipsett,22il will arrive in Las Vegas this eveningoive and burial will occur here. 5"3 o 9 S" iS ft?
; A large crowd of local people visited
the Santa Fe station this morning only
to be disappointed and return to their
homes. Due to the fat that a vaca-
tion is being enjoyed by the city
schools, this week the attendance of
"kids" was large.
,'What wa3 seen of the show was up
to all. expectations. The immense af-
fair arrived here in two trains. The
total number of cars used to carry the
show was 52. The trains left this
city In two sections and will be merg-
ed in one big train at Lamy.
The menagerie with the show this
year is valued at many thousands 'of
dollars. The wild animals: are espe-
cially valuable, a number. being new
with the show this yenr. The ele-
phants also are a valuable lot of
quadrupeds.
The total number of pi .! 1riv'".'n"
16S.J M.
Ui.Lt.L 11,at liUCiii I J
'1 here is Safety in a good
Watch, but there is Danger
in one that does not keep
accurate time. We stake our
reputation every watch that
goes out of our store,
Regardless of Price
.... .4
if
or 17
i OutilieirlickHi
The
Scienco of
SolliDff
Fcrmn:
If it may be termed a science must
include a means of presenting the
preposition to the greatest number
of f r."r ; "rtive buyers. To reach this
t i.' V southwest us3 the
OPTIC
;AiIT COLUMNS
1 VAILT AND CESSPOOL
j CLEANING
j Those desiring: work done
will please call on or phone
A. W. Patterson,.
La 3 Vf rr to, with 'lie ),Ux show i , &i
,'.',f;.Io BiH," whoso real n 1 ' ' ' 'W. P. Cody, did not a. " " ' 3
